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ABSTRACT

At this time in history, which we note by the convergence of ubiquitous
computing, artificial intelligence, and a generation of learners raised
on computer games and the Internet, a unique opportunity exists for
educators to rethink the design of learning materials and methods. This
project teaches typography to undergraduate graphic design students.
The primary aim is to make learning more effective by 1) designing
interactive modules; 2) presenting the subject matter through a
correlation with music and sound; and most importantly 3) by imbuing
the materials to be learned with affective qualities that will make the
materials more interesting sensorially, more engaging, more memorable,
and more fun to learn.
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1.0

Preface

I completed my undergraduate education just at the dawn of the
computer era, so I learned typography by hand, studying and physically
manipulating lead type and memorizing the California Job Case, selecting
individual letters, spaces, leading, and wood blocks into a lock-up that was
inserted in a proofing press and printed by impression. I was introduced to
photomechanical reproduction techniques for printing. In order to save time, we
used a headliner. It was one of the first phototypesetters and used a photographic
enlarger head to expose display fonts letter by letter onto photographic paper.
These were the tools designers used to render words into printed materials. Soon
after I graduated, phototypesetting was launched as the hot new technology. Our
Compugraphic CG IV housed breakthrough photographic and computing
technology together inside a huge machine (just smaller than a refrigerator). On
the keyboard, we typed in special codes that told the machine to change fonts and
spacing. Typesetting was a specialized trade requiring specialized knowledge and
skill. Today, computing and typesetting are ubiquitous; education is delivered via
the Internet; and I have become a teacher of typography and graphic design. As
an educator, I am interested in what technology means for individual learners
1

and for society at large—both theoretically and in practice. What are the gains
and the losses of trading handcraft for technology? And how do I as an instructor
effectively fit, retrofit, and recreate learning activities most effectively with the
newest technology?
“(We are only just realizing the potential of the personal computer; at
various points in history we have thought it was a typewriter, television
and a brochure.) Of course, the computer isn’t any of these things.
These are all things we were previously familiar with from the real
world which we have modeled in the computer, so that we can use the
damn thing. Which should tell us something interesting. The computer
is actually a modeling device. Once we see that, we ought to realize that
we can model anything in it. Not just things we are used to doing in the
real world, but the things the real world actually prevents us from
doing” (Adams 1997, in Westecott).
As a designer of interactive media and as a graphic designer, my aim is to
create aesthetically pleasing work that communicates well and meets a number of
criteria such as conveying the content accurately and interestingly and addressing
marketing and audience concerns. As a teacher of typography, my aim is to help
my students learn, to continuously improve my teaching skills and to develop
learner-centered instructional materials that go beyond learning effectiveness.
Multimedia instructional designs present sensory-rich environments for
learning that contain a combination of elements such as movies, animations,
pictures, music, sound effects, narration, text, learner-control of navigation and
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pace, system feedback, and access to external hyperlinks. Designs incorporate
elements intended to invoke thinking, memory, attention, motivation, action, and
emotions. Research shows that the brain processes multimedia in a different way
and that it develops different thinking skills: Interactive media engages the brain
in a much more complex coordination of sensory and information processing
systems than the processing required to comprehend printed learning materials.
Yet the use and impact of multimedia in instructional design has not yet been
fully investigated and elaborated in a way that designers can purposefully apply
methods to content in order to improve learning.
Emotion research, or affect, is a hot topic engaging researchers across
many disciplines. Artists throughout the ages have endeavored to engage patrons
through emotional responses to their works. Evolutionary technological advances
have given rise to a new discipline—game design—which has helped pave the
way for establishing the importance of affect in interactive media. Through
considering affect in the design of instructional media, designers and instructors
can harness the true power of new media.
It is likely that my students will see more technological change in their
lifetimes than I will. With this research I hope to give others the ability to meet
the challenges they will encounter in designing instruction and teaching with the
next ‘new media.’ This research is centered on human beings, and on affect,
which has often been discounted in learning research. As long as educators keep
focused on the impact of design prescriptions, affective design will have lasting
consequences regardless of the inherent challenges of the media itself.

3

2.0

Introduction

This thesis is an exploration of how to improve interactive learning by
imbuing the content with affective qualities that will make the materials more
interesting sensually, more engaging, more memorable, and more fun to learn.
I investigated incororating aspects of affect into the design of learning materials.
This paper describes the background, process, and the theoretical and
philosophical foundations of my creative project. The project itself is an
interactive learning module incorporating affective qualities. The module
provides instruction about typographic principles and design and layout concepts
within an undergraduate typography course (see Appendix D: CD-Rom to view
the project).
Good teachers have always known that affect is important. They’ve known
how to help students stay motivated. But learning materials are situated in their
respective media and in the style and approaches to learning of their time.
Today’s learning materials need to speak to students in their native media;
materials need to be designed to increase students’ attention and the time they
spend with the materials; and the materials ought to help students make those
deeper historical and metacognitive connections to improve deeper learning and
4

retention; and the materials ought to provide a rich sensory experience to
increase engagement and hopefully enjoyment or fun. This is the promise of
affective learning today.
Media has been intertwined with learning for a long time. Teachers
continually search for methods and materials to help learners understand better
and to provide examples and presentations that are in touch with an everchanging culture. And since the media influences not only what we think about
but actually how we think, the development of interactive learning methods and
materials will have a great influence on education, our culture, and our future as
a society. Instructional media need to work harder in order to reach successive
generations of new learners and retain flexibility to find expression in the newest
media. In order to make computing affective, researchers must consider that the
mind, senses, body, movements, emotion, actions, and context form an
interdependent and holistic foundation (McNeese, 2003). Conscious application
of affect to our machines, designs, learning materials, and communications can
enhance our interactions, our learning, and our lives.

5

3.0

Foundations

3. 1 Definitions
The simplest way to define affect would be to say that affect is an
emotion, mood, or feeling; and its expression. But that is not enough to
understand why it is so important: Affect encompasses other systems and
has far reaching effects, especially in human learning. Kagan (1984) helps us
understand affect thusly,
“The term emotion refers to relations among external incentives,
thoughts, and changes in internal feelings, as weather is a superordinate
term for the changing relations among wind velocity, humidity,
temperature, barometric pressure, and form of precipitation.
Occasionally, a unique combination of these meteorological qualities
creates a storm, a tornado, a blizzard, or a hurricane—events that are
analogous to the temporary but intense emotions of fear, joy, excitement,
disgust, or anger. But wind, temperature, and humidity vary continually
without producing such extreme combinations. Meteorologists do not ask
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what weather means, but determine the relations among the measurable
qualities and later name whatever coherences they discover.” (in Picard,
2003, p. 57-58).
As Kagan points out, humans may express affect in reaction to external
events or actions; and they may generate affect as a result of a memory or idea.
“An accelerated flow of findings in neuroscience, psychology, and cognitive science
itself present affect as complexly intertwined with thinking, and performing
important functions with respect to guiding rational behavior, memory retrieval,
decision-making, creativity, and more” (Picard, et al., 2004, p. 253).
“Emotion (or “affect”) is central to human experience, and facial
expressions are our primary means of communicating emotion” (Schiano, Ehlich,
Rahardja & Sheridan, 2000, p. 193). Psychologist Paul Ekman and colleagues
produced the now classic research on facial expression of emotion beginning in
the 1960s. Over three decades, research has identified these “basic” emotions:
anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise (contempt was tentatively
added recently). “One of the ways by which emotions work is through
neurochemicals that bathe particular brain centers and modify perception,
decision making, and behavior. These neurochemicals change the parameters of
thought” (Norman, 2004, pg. 10).
Affect and Computing and Learning— It is known that emotions
contribute to regulating and guiding attention, maintaining motivation, helping
make decisions, and moving away from negative or harmful choices. Thus
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emotions play a large role in learning. Clore & Ortony (2002, in Hudlicka, 2003)
say that most researchers categorize emotion effects into four categories:
somatic–physiological; cognitive–interpretive; motivational–behavioral; and
experiential–subjective.
In 2004, Picard, Papert, Bender, Blumberg, Breazeal, Cavallo, Machover,
Renick, Roy, and Strohecker report, “To date there is no comprehensive,
empirically validated, theory of emotion that addresses learning.” The problem in
researching emotions and affect in learning or in building a concise theory of
affective learning is that affective state information is hard to measure; selfreport questionnaires are considered unreliable; and as Picard, et al. (2004) note,
Ortony, Clore, and Collins’ (1988) widely accepted OCC model of emotion doesn’t
include many of the affective states seen in natural learning situations (such as
interest, boredom, or surprise).
Affect can influence cognition and learning by (1) limiting a learner’s
attention because of anxiety, or by (2) limiting or enlarging the capacity of
working memory due to the emotional state; or (3) change the speed of working
memory or attention; or (4) by regulating the speed of encoding and retrieval in
long term memory due to positive or negative moods. “Certain affective states
facilitate some kinds of thinking better than others. Learning research has long
recognized the importance of facilitating different ways of thinking” (Picard,
et al., 2004). Lane et al. (1997) and Damasio et al. (2000) showed that affective
states such as fear, anger, sadness, and joy all produce different physiological
effects by altering the blood flow patterns in the brain, which is one possible
8

explanation for how affect influences brain activity. Consequently, research has
proven what teachers had suspected: a positive mood supports a different kind of
thinking, one that is more efficient and thorough in decision making, and that is
more creative and flexible in solving problems (Isen, 2000).
Typologies of affective states, emotions, and moods—In order to
design affective learning experiences, one needs to identify the range of human
emotion and to determine whether and when to invoke such a response.
“(Affect and feeling states) can be categorized by their duration (transient
emotions vs. long-lasting moods), by their degree of differentiation and
behavioral specificity (affective states such as like/dislike or
approach/avoid reactions vs. more specific emotions such as joy, pride,
sadness, fear, shame, anger, etc.); by the degree of cognitive involvement
and consequent individual behavioral variations possible (basic emotions
such as fear, sadness, happiness, anger typically show fewer variations
than complex emotions such as pride, shame, jealousy, guilt); and by a
number of additional factors such as triggers, manifestations, and degree
of voluntary control. For extensive discussions of these issues see Ekman
& Davidson (1994), Lewis & Haviland (1993) and Forgas (2000, 2001a).
…An alternative method of characterizing affective states and emotions,
most often applied to moods and basic emotions, is to focus on the
underlying, often physiologically correlated factors (e.g. arousal) and map
these onto distinct dimensions. Several such two- or three-dimensional
sets have been proposed, including positive and negative affect (Watson &
9

Clark, 1992), energetic and tense arousal (Thayer, 1996), hedonic tone,
energy and tension (Matthews et al., 1990), and valence and arousal
(Watson & Tellegen, 1985; Russell, 1979)” (Hudlicka 2003).
Emotion can greatly affect learning by limiting or strengthening attention
and cognitive processes. Some of those effects include:
“changes in attention capacity, speed and bias; …perceptual and
cognitive schemas that enhance (or limit) the perception of
processing certain stimuli. These include the following: perceptual
categorization biases towards threats; memory encoding and recall
effectiveness and biases; and a variety of additional influences on
reasoning, judgment, and decision-making (LeDoux, 1992; Mineka
and Sutton, 1992; Isen, 1993; Eysenck, 1997; William et al., 1997).
These emotion effects exist at both low-level (e.g. attention and
working memory speed and capacity), and at higher-levels (situation
assessment, decision-making, planning, learning and judgment)”
(Hudlicka, 2003, p. 15, 16).
What all of this research means for instructional designers is this: there
appear to be many ways in which we can help improve students’ learning
outcomes by consciously incorporating affective qualities into learning materials.
Donald Norman describes that humans process at three different levels:
Reflective; behavioral; and visceral. He describes the visceral level as a primitive
part of the brain, concerned with sensory information and incapable of reasoning
10

or comparing a situation with past history. It works, as he describes, by “pattern
matching.” People are genetically programmed: “Those situations and objects
that, throughout evolutionary history, offer food, warmth, or protection give rise
to positive affect” (Norman, 2004, p. 29). Positive affect, it is hypothesized, leads
to effective learning.
In order to succeed, this project must consider the range of emotions and
engage those that can increase learning effectiveness for this subject matter and
this instructional method—future investigations should determine how, why, and
when engaging emotion will lead to improved learning.
3. 2 Scope
This thesis will describe the creation of an interactive learning module for
instruction in typography. It is important to note that the focus will be on the
development of instructional design components themselves rather than
describing how students acquire knowledge or skill from interactive multimedia.
Therefore the reader should note: the theories and models cited herein are not
exhaustive but represent those most applicable to this project. Elsewhere others
have fully described the range of theories of learning, cognition, behavior,
instruction, and design. Likewise, processes of knowing, learning, and thinking as
well as enumeration of the types of learning and instruction can be located
elsewhere, as can methods and best practices for teaching generally, and for
teaching design or teaching typography specifically. This paper will elaborate
basic principles of cognitive psychology, phases of learning, principles of
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instruction, and processes and components of instructional-design to provide an
introductory foundation of the elements most relevant to this project.
3.3 Perspectives
3.3.1 Merleau-Ponty’s Philosophy of Embodiment
Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908–1961) was one of the most influential
French philosophers in the 1940s and 1950s. Merleau-Ponty stressed that a
person’s self-awareness developed through interaction with the physical world,
its subjects, and its objects—through the phenomenon of being-in-the-world.
Phenomenology is allied with contemporary views of user-centered design and
context-aware systems. Merleau-Ponty’s philosophy took a first-person focus and
elaborated the experience of the body in relation to the environment and to
situations, the contexts in which people make sense of the world. His work dealt
with perception, which he said requires action, and with the embodied nature of
cognition. [Researchers Held and Hein (1963) and Varela et al. (1991) have
confirmed Merleau-Ponty’s view that perception requires action.]
The way we come to understand the world and the way we come to be-inthe-world is an interaction between our tools, individual situations, the
environment, and us. Merleau-Ponty saw the body as a unified whole—that is, for
instance when he referred to seeing, he said that one had to consider all the
senses together. Merleau-Ponty viewed experience as grounded in the physical
environment wherein the body resided (Svanaes, 2001). Learning is neither
purely intellectual nor purely behavioral. Merleau-Ponty describes it this way:
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“The organ player had to play on a new organ, and in the course of
one hour before the concert he acquainted himself with all its levels,
pedals, and manuals. This was not an intellectual activity where he
followed a logical course of action but an interaction with the
instrument with the aim of “understanding” it. The organ became a
part of his experienced body. Through skill acquisition and tool use,
we thus change our bodily space, and consequently our way of being
in the world. Metaphorically, we could say that by learning new
skills and using technology we change the world we live in. MerleauPonty (1962) put it, “The body is our general medium for having a
world (p. 146).” (in Svanaes, p. 384).”
This philosophical viewpoint has significant ramifications for design
education and interaction design in particular.
3.3.2 Principles of Cognitive Psychology
During the 1970s cognitive psychology began to overtake behaviorism
as the dominant paradigm of learning psychology. Behaviorism emphasized
observable behaviors while cognitive psychologists focused on the process of
knowing and unobservable constructs such as the mind, memory, attitudes,
motivation, thinking, reflection, and other presumed internal processes (Alessi &
Trollip, 2001). “Both affect and cognition are information-processing systems, but
they have different functions. The affective system makes judgments and quickly
helps you determine which things in the environment are dangerous or safe, good
or bad. The cognitive system interprets and makes sense of the world. Affect is the
13

general term for the judgmental system, whether conscious or subconscious.
Emotion is the conscious experience of affect, complete with attribution of its
cause and identification of its object. The queasy, uneasy feeling you might
experience, without knowing why, is affect. ...Note that cognition and affect
influence one another: some emotions and affective states are driven by cognition,
while affect often impacts cognition” (Norman, 2004, pg. 11). Hudlicka (2003)
tells us “Emotion researchers acknowledge that affect is intimately linked with
cognition and some researchers conceptualize components of affective processing
as another type of information processing (less differentiated, faster, mediated by
distinct neuroanatomical structures—e.g., LeDoux)” (page 73). In essence, affect
helps humans to make connections between elements that are external, such as
people and situations, and events that are internal, such as perceiving, creating, or
intuiting, or connecting historical events with present situations.
Today, cognitive psychology is the predominant paradigm for
instructional-design. “The areas of cognitive theory that are most important to
multimedia design are those relating to perception and attention, encoding of
information, memory, comprehension, active learning, motivation, locus of
control, mental models, metacognition, transfer of learning, and individual
differences (Anderson, 1980; 1981; Anderson, 1977; Berger, Pezdek, & Banks,
1986; Bower & Hilgrad, 1981; Gagné, Yekovich, & Yekovich, 1993; Kozma, 1987).
These categories reflect most of what is important when designing and evaluating
interactive multimedia” (Alessi & Trollip, 2001).
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4.0

Instructional Theory

Instructional Design Theory is design-oriented. Its focus is specifically to
uncover how to help people learn and develop (cognitively, emotionally, socially,
physically, or spiritually). Unlike other kinds of theory, instructional design
theories do not focus on the results of given events. “Design theories are
guidelines for practice, which tell us ‘how to do’ education, not ‘what it is’”
(Reigeluth & Frick in Reigeluth, 1999, p634). Design theories offer prescriptive
guidelines about what methods generally offer the greatest probability of
achieving a given goal. Instructional design theories offer methods that are
situational (meeting instructional conditions and desired outcomes), are
probabilistic (attempting to attain the highest possible probability of the desired
results) and componential (methods can be achieved in different ways by applying
different feature components). However, incorporating instructional design
methods does not guarantee that instructional or learning objectives will be
achieved since it is generally agreed that learning is both situational and highly
individualistic (cognitively constructed). Indeed most instructional design theories
are rooted in the cognitive educational psychology and constructivist learning
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theory. [An in depth examination of instructional design theories can be found in
Instructional-Design Theories and Models (Volume II, ed. Reigeluth, 1999).]
Many current instructional models suggest that effective learning
environments involve four distinct phases of learning: (1) activation of prior
experience, (2) demonstration of skills, (3) application of skills, and (4)
integration of skills into the learner’s world.
Activation—can include incorporating a theme in order to activate prior
mental models in order to help learners incorporate new knowledge into existing
knowledge. Care must be taken to choose appropriate themes to facilitate
learning rather than interfering with activation and increasing cognitive load
required to acquire the new knowledge. Demonstration—entails providing
appropriate guidance to facilitate the learning in accordance with the learner and
the difficulty the problem. Application—there are differing kinds of practice
required for different instructional goals. “Making errors is a natural
consequence of problem-solving. Most learners learn from the errors they make,
especially when they are shown how to recognize the error, how to recover from
the error, and how to avoid the error in the future” (Merrill, in Alessi & Trollip,
2001). Integration— Without applying what one has learned in other areas,
knowledge and skill are easily forgotten. Merrill says, “Learners need the
opportunity to reflect on, defend, and share what they have learned if it is to
become part of their available repertoire.” Merrill (in Alessi & Trollip, 2001) also
contends that most instructional practice focuses on the demonstration of skills
and ignores other phases of the learning cycle.
16

Dijkstra & van Merriënboer (1997, in Merrill, 2001) has described three
classes of problems including categorization problems, design problems (those
dealing with plans and procedures), and interpretation problems (those dealing
with principles, models, and theories). In order for learning to be effective,
designers must structure the knowledge and the skills (concepts, activities,
processes) to match the type of problem. “Effective instruction must engage
students in all four levels of performance: the action-level, the operation-level,
the task-level, and the problem level. Too much instruction is limited to the
action or operation level and does not involve learners in the more integrative
task or problem levels. …Learning is best when there is a progression of problems
to solve and when the problems start easy and then get harder and harder [see
Elaboration Theory, Reigeluth, 1999; see 4C/ID Model, van Merriënboer, 1997]”
(Merrill in Alessi & Trollip, 2001).
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5.0

Learners

5.1 Multiple Intelligences: Howard Gardner
So, how might intuition and creativity fit into existing models of thinking,
knowing, and learning? Instructional and game designers want users to
intuitively find their own way through the materials but at the same time ‘get lost’
in the experiences. Even repetitive play and developing muscle-memory can be
important since time spent playing the game often equates to attainment of
deeper learning. “Good interaction design,” according to Svanaes (2001),
“requires something close to a bodily feeling for the behavior of the interface (p.
398).” Few tests and assessments account for these kinds of knowledge— their
elements are difficult to describe, let alone accurately quantify. We can easily
recognize those who are better at one subject than another, sports for instance.
There are different ways of knowing, different intelligences, and different styles
of learning as well. The challenge of public education is to try to account for all
these differences and accommodate them equally.
In 1983, Howard Gardner researched a theory of multiple human
intelligences. This ongoing study has changed American education. Gardner’s
theory of Multiple Intelligences can provide a framework to help designers
18

consider the individual differences of learners. The theory now includes these
intelligences: bodily kinesthetic, visual-spatial, linguistic, logical mathematical,
musical, interpersonal, intrapersonal, naturalist, and spiritualist (1999). Gardner’s
research is ongoing and he modifies the number and capabilities of intelligences
from time to time.
It is important to consider learners’ individual differences and individual
abilities when we are designing learning materials, and to try to account for
persons of all abilities. All learners do not have equal physical or sensual abilities,
therefore a single media cannot suffice for all learners. For instance, learners who
are blind cannot embrace an interactive game in the same way that sighted
individuals would. Traditional printed learning materials have often been geared
for linguistic and logical-mathematical intelligence while classroom participation
encourages social and intrapersonal intelligences. Today young adults have been
raised alongside the television, the computer, interactive gaming, and movies—all
of which (mostly) reside outside of reality, in imaginary and virtual spaces that
call upon the user to employ spatial and body-kinesthetic intelligences alongside
the others. One thing learning researchers know is that if we lose ourselves in
practice or in study, the process seems more enjoyable and we tend to learn
more. This is essentially the premise in a body of research by Mihalyi
Csikszentmihalyi.
5.2 Flow: Mihalyi Csikszentmihalyi
Effective learning is the aim of this project and often when humans
engage in an endeavor, they judge the experience on a number of measures that
19

have been identified by Csikszentmihalyi as elements of “flow.” Flow is a state
reached by individuals during a concentrated activity. It is defined as a feeling of
being in control with highly focused attention. Persons experiencing a state of
flow experience a distorted sense of time and enjoyment of the activity. Flow is
usually the result of a pleasant experience and people reach the state of flow in
part because the challenge of the activity is closely matched to their skill level.
The elements of flow are also elements and attributes of learning.
Burleson, Winslow, & Picard (2004) theorize that there is a negative
corollary to flow called “stuck.” In this state, a person feels out of control, can’t
focus attention or concentrate, they become mentally fatigued by the activity, and
one’s sense of time stretches out forever, in a seeming unending struggle. The
individual struggles because they sense that there is a mismatch between the
challenge at hand and their skills. Interestingly, flow and stuck do not require
emotional components (neither is necessarily positive or negative although
people frequently associate positive affect with flow and negative affect with
stuck). Further, a state of stuck does not automatically lead to failure. The
engineering disciplines teach students to “power through” a state of stuck to
generate more solutions to a given problem. Stuck can often lead students, for
example, to increase their attention and focus specific to the problem. On the
other hand, there is a limit to student’s ability to struggle within stuck. This is
where students need help and where a computer interface might fail (in sensing,
evaluating, and responding to the degree of stuck, for instance, in order to help
the student and ensure a positive learning experience).

20

5.3 Media Effects
Research about learning and media by Gavriel Salomon (1979) suggests
that children’s perception of the media influences their effort with the learning
materials (for instance, we think watching television is easy so we won’t work too
hard to comprehend). Salomon states that different media hold differing cultural
meanings (values, truths, etc.), that different media require different mental
capacity (attention, effort, processing), and different media are perceived
differently. For instance, pictures are more realistic, he says, and thus require less
mental effort than print. Salomon says that we are preconditioned to pay less
attention to moving pictures in our society. This is important because the amount
of effort and attention given to the learning materials affects retention of the
information in memory as well as learning performance.
Conversely, Zacks & Tversky (2003) found that students remembered
how to assemble a saxophone better after they had viewed a narrated video rather
than after having learned the procedure from reading text with illustrations (a
static web page version of the information). Salomon’s research studied children
and educational television in 1979. His findings seem to run counter to the more
recent findings of Zacks & Tversky. One might question whether there is a novelty
effect of differing media technologies that over time has altered the way we view
and process media. Today people ask similar questions about children and video
games: educators are questioning whether to and how to harness the power of
gaming for education.
Corporate trainer and public speaker Marc Prensky describes an
educational landscape today wherein computing has changed the way students
21

think and process. He points out that brain plasticity research says that students’
brains are developing in physiologically different ways than their predecessors
(Prensky, 2001, Part II, p. 4). ‘Digital natives’ (or students who have been raised
with computers) operate in substantively different ways than their predecessors
(often their teachers), whom he calls ‘digital immigrants.’ “Digital natives are
used to receiving information really fast. They like to parallel process and multitask. They prefer their graphics before their text rather than the opposite. They
prefer random access (like hypertext). They function best when networked. They
thrive on instant gratification and frequent rewards. They prefer games to
“serious” work” (p. 2). He asks, how can instructors motivate students, keep their
attention, and communicate intentions effectively long-distance — especially
when the majority of instructors speak an entirely different language than their
students? We need to know more about the effects of multimedia on learning and
the individual construction elements of multimedia that make learning effective
in order to reconcile these questions about media; this thesis exploration is
intended as a starting point.
Far too often instructors rely on methods that had worked in the past: for
example, deploying an online course using a linear structure. Other instructors
(and some students) assume that the rules of face-to-face communication also
apply in electronic spaces, but they don’t. Robert Campbell identifies a thinking
style that seems to divide generations: “The rational mind works through the
written word in step-by-step sequence… The hypermind, lacking the skills needed
to decode the written word, seeks out sources of information that are fast-paced
and entertaining. Since these media rely on a fast rate of presentation, with a
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constant shift in focus, the hypermind has no time to use metacognitive strategies
to help assimilate the material into any knowledge base” (1998, p. 28). Wood
(1996, p. 81 in Campbell 1998, p. 26) puts it this way: with multimedia and other
forms of electronic communication technologies “we abandon the cognitive
culture and embrace the affective experience.”
The landscape of the Digital Natives is different (foreign to some)—an
entirely new thinking style with both positive and negative attributes. While the
cognitive skills that are utilized in computing are not new, Prensky (2001) says
their particular combination and intensity is new; but, he asks, what have we
lost? (p. 5). Prensky elaborates that teachers ought to challenge themselves to
invent ways to include reflection, critical thinking, and iterative practice in the
learning process and to embrace parallel processing, graphic awareness, and
random access—to consider design and the strengths of gaming for learning.
Prensky (2001) concludes that in order to teach effectively, educators today must
reconsider both methodology and content. Three problems in electronic learning
identified by Hokanson & Hooper (2004) include pedagogical, curricular, and
methodological problems.
Campbell proposes that instruction should place emphasis on three areas
of critical thinking: purposeful-thinking skills, information-literacy skill, and
media-literacy skills (p. 29).
Since science has proven that the tools we learn with physiologically
reorganize our brains, instructors have a dilemma. How can we incorporate
affordances for students of all abilities, intelligences, or learning styles? Should we
include multi-tasking methods alongside those that engage logical-sequential
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learning? Prensky writes that instruction ought to take on the forms preferenced
by technology. Quoting Greenfield (1984): “the thinking skills enhanced by
repeated exposure to computer games and digital media include reading visual
images as representations of 3-dimensional space (representational competence),
multidimensional visual-spatial skills, mental maps, “mental paper-folding” (i.e.
picturing the results of various origami-like folds in your mind without actually
doing them), “inductive discovery” (i.e. making observations, formulating
hypotheses and figuring out the rules governing the behavior of dynamic
representation), “attentional deployment” (such as monitoring multiple locations
simultaneously), and responding faster to expected and unexpected stimuli” (p. 4).
Humor and games are not always appropriate methods in instruction, but they
have provided a starting point for designers to investigate how to make learning
more effective by incorporating elements of affect. In developing learning
materials that draw out emotion and improve learning, designers need to develop
new techniques, incorporating naturalistic challenging situations to elicit emotion
rather than drawing on artificial techniques that may be inappropriate or
inauthentic for the subject or material.
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6.0

Inspirations

Computer Vision Interaction — As I began my research, one of the
things I most wanted to accomplish was to remove the mouse from the computer,
to deliver the interactions as a part of a projected display in which the learner
could interact directly with the content by simply moving arms and body (called
computer vision technology). The works and experiments of interactive artist and
programmer Camille Utterback are of extreme importance in the development of
this project. Utterback’s collaboration with Romy Achituv in 1999 produced a
work entitled Text Rain (see Appendix A: Visual Influences).
“Text Rain is a playful interactive installation that blurs the boundary
between the familiar and the magical. Participants in the Text Rain
installation use the familiar instrument of their bodies, to do what seems
magical - to lift and play with falling letters that do not really exist. In the
Text Rain installation participants stand or move in front of a large
projection screen. On the screen they see a mirrored video projection of
themselves in black and white, combined with a color animation of falling
text. Like rain or snow, the text appears to land on participants’ heads and
arms. The text responds to the participants’ motions and can be caught,
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lifted, and then let fall again. The falling text will land on anything darker
than a certain threshold, and “fall” whenever that obstacle is removed”
(Utterback, 1999).
Physical Computing Projected Displays —
Like Utterback and Achituv’s experiments in computer vision, physical
computing also provided inspiration for this project. Together, computer vision
and physical computing are promising avenues for educational design research.
“By moving the interface out of the screen we move it
closer to the human world” (Svanaes, 2001).
The Science Museum of Minnesota has two compelling projected physical
computing displays that are triggered when people walk by and activate light
sensors. The first projection is a whimsical musical staircase and the second is a
xylophone of lights projected onto the floor. The second installation was
purposefully developed for those who couldn’t negotiate the staircase. In this
second installation, the sounds are a graduated scale of notes; as your body or
limbs break the light beams shining on the floor from the ceiling above, a
computer sounds a musical note. The sounds focus attention and keep visitors
intrigued far longer than if there had been no sound at all.
GestureTech is a Canadian company whose pioneering products are
paving the way for technological advances in physical computing interfaces for
public displays. The company has built projected and motion-sensing displays for
a number of corporations. Ford Motor Company retained GestureTech to custom
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design and program a high profile, high-tech trade show display. (See the
Appendix A: Visual Influences). GestureTech also manufactures an out-of-thebox solution developed for real estate professionals. This system rear-projects an
image onto any window and turns it into a touch screen. It allows window
shoppers to interact with a real estate professional’s web site. That system costs
around $6,000, while systems like those built for Ford Motor Company are
quoted at nearly $35,000.
Other companies manufacture do-it-yourself kits for people who are
interested in building their own physical computing models. These retail for
around $250 for software, but offer little help on building the computing
platform. The price tag of the do-it-yourself kit does not include such items as
the computer, server software, projector, screen, movement-detection devices,
or electronics.
Typographic Computer Games — Inspiration for the development
of my typographic subject matter came from Ellen Lupton, who is the Graduate
Director at Maryland Institute College of Art. Her typography text Thinking with
Type (2004) has earned respect for its innovative yet practical approach. Her aim
is to teach the meaning behind the faces alongside the principles of typography.
Lupton collaborated with George Moore and Jay Miller to develop three games
and a film to teach typography (See Appendix A: Visual Influences). The games
are Crimes Against Typography (by Ellen Lupton), Dumb Quotes (by Ellen
Lupton), and Pseudo Italics (by George Moore). Rated R (by Jay Miller, concept
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by Ellen Lupton) is a short film that explores differences in form between four
capital Rs of differing sans serif fonts. (see http://www.thinkingwithtype.com/).
The film Rated R demonstrates that a practical approach to teaching
typography via interaction is a useful direction and a natural fit for today’s
students, who are already electronically oriented and familiar with the engaging
imagery of computer animation and films. Lupton’s works form a linear game
based in the already familiar video consoles of the not-so-distant past. The
games are limited in their interactive functions. I wanted to fully exploit the
interactivity of the electronic environment in my project: incorporate movement
through video and sound while allowing students to find their own path through
the materials.
Content Inspirations— Exploration in one subject can inform
performance of another subject, providing a new way to understand, sense, and
analyze the content. In my project I wanted to help students understand the
subject of typography deeply and also practically. Both Robert Bringhurst (2002)
and Frank Armstrong (2005) had written about the similarities between
typography and music. Abstract Expressionist painter Wassily Kandinsky, who
studied the musical qualities of color, was one of the first artists to actively and
deliberately explore the relationship between music and art. These were the first
of my content inspirations.
One idea behind my project is that sounds and the principles of
typographic design are both inherently characteristic — we can “visualize” sound
and “hear” typography (or design, or art).
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Russian composer Sergei Prokofiev wrote and scored Peter and the Wolf,
a work that matches instrumental voices to animal characters in a children’s
story. According to Wikipedia (2005), the musical composition was “written after
his return to Russia in 1936. It is a children’s story spoken by a narrator
accompanied by the orchestra. Stalin had ordered that art had to be reflective of
the Communist ideal and that music had to be simple and understandable.
Prokofiev, a child prodigy and enfant terrible, probably wrote this piece with
tongue-in-cheek. Nevertheless it has been a great success with not only children
everywhere, but also with adults” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Peter_and_the_Wolf).
Peter and the Wolf is scored for flute, oboe, clarinet (in A), bassoon, 3
horns, trumpet, trombone, timpani, triangle, tambourine, cymbals, castanets,
snare drum, bass drum, and strings. Each character in the story has a particular
instrument and a musical theme: Bird – Flute; Duck – Oboe; Cat – Clarinet;
Grandfather – Bassoon; Wolf - 3 French Horns; Hunters (gunshots) - and (The
hunters’ theme is actually introduced by the woodwinds) Timpani Bass Drum;
Peter – Strings.
The idea that sounds portend certain personalities is paralleled in
typography: certain formal characteristics and stylistic attributes suggest
typographic personalities, and even portend meanings. Peter and the Wolf
demonstrated a literary and musical combination that inspired the combination
of sound and typographic content.
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7.0

Design

7.1 Purpose
This project teaches typography to undergraduate graphic design
students. The primary aim is to make learning more effective by 1) designing
interactive modules; 2) presenting the subject matter through a correlation with
music and sound; and most importantly 3) by imbuing the materials to be
learned with affective qualities that will make the materials more interesting
sensually, more engaging, more memorable, and more fun to learn.
The purpose of my project is to engage affect in an instructional module
that demonstrates typographic principles. It is a module that provides
undergraduate design students with a sandbox where they can examine the
principles of typography in action by viewing demonstrations of the principles of
typography, practice using the principles in design projects, and apply new
knowledge to enhance their developing design skills.
There are many good reasons to address affect in interactive learning
design. Hudlicka (2003) says that the aim of such a design might be to prevent
errors, to detect stress and provide tailored feedback, to maintain a particular
user state for a particular task (to capitalize performance); to induce a particular
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state (in phobia treatment for instance); or simply to make the user experience
enjoyable. Likewise, interaction designers ought to design learning environments
that help prevent learner frustration (or that enhance frustration as a means to
get the learner to increase effort with the materials), that maintain the learner’s
interest and attention, that help prevent errors (by creating a memorable learning
experience), and that make the learning experience positive and enjoyable.
The learning environment is designed to engage learners in a subjective
experience—to appeal to the senses, to arouse interest, engage attention, to
motivate, and even to frustrate—all in an attempt to make the learning more
effective and memorable. “In order to evoke affective reactions in the user, the
program could be designed to provide people with a variety of sudden and
unexpected changes (visual or auditory) that cause excitement and joy or alarm
…However it is much more difficult to predict ‘emotional responses’” (Aboulafia
& Bannon, 2004). In Don Norman’s (2004) book Emotional Design, he identifies
three levels of design. Behavioral design concerns performance and usability.
Reflective design is about what things mean; for example the symbolism of
brands and logos. And visceral design is about beauty and appeal; it is dominated
by look, feel, and sound; shape, form, heft, physical feel, and texture of materials
matter. Visceral design is about the immediate emotional impact. Affective
design is about all three: the behavioral, the reflective, and the visceral.
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7.2 Objectives
In my Typography classes, some of the most difficult aspects of
instruction include:
1. helping students understand how to combine fonts effectively,
2. helping students understand how to develop a hierarchy,
3. helping students understand how to convey meaning in the choice
of display and text faces, and
4. helping students develop judgment in order to be able to perceive
and achieve excellence when composing text type.
These are the four instructional objectives of the project. While automatic
settings in software appear to make these processes seem simple, in fact students
must learn how to override software defaults. Helping students to develop critical
awareness and judgment is the most challenging aspect of instruction, where
examples persist as the single greatest aid to learning.
This project addresses the need for students to practice looking at type, to
observe incremental differences, to develop sensitivity to minute details, and to
practice judging and making decisions about type.
Like most other interactive learning modules, this project allows learners
to find their own pathway through the materials. It provides content to help
learners form impressions and experiences that will contribute to their
knowledge and ability to form independent judgments about design and
typography. “The past two decades have seen a powerful growth of educational
thinking that emphasizes the importance of the relationship of the learner to the
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process and the content of learning” (Picard et al., 2004). Developing a learning
module that was engaging and enjoyable and ultimately fun was a primary
objective for the project. Crawford (2003) says that “play” is the original
educational technology. ‘Playing’ the letterforms of the interface forms an
important learner action in this work.
Through inventing the interactions for this project, I considered how
mistakes and practice are important to learning, and how frustration can be the
impetus for a learner to work harder at finding a solution. In short, the aim and
intent of this project is to make learning effective, engaging, memorable, and fun.
In designing objects and products, the following design objectives have
been set forth as benchmarks: Three benchmarks for designed objects are:
1. What is the object used for? Does it function in the way it was
designed to? Can a user tell what to do with it? Does the design
get in the way of the primary task?
2. Usability—Designer’s intention and user’s intention—do they
match? Needs and expectations? Does the interface hurt or
help and is it consistent?
3. Aesthetics—Can the user clearly identify a hierarchy of
importance and beauty?
From a design standpoint, my objective was to design a sensory-filled,
user-controlled, colorful, active, and even alarming and frustrating interactive
modules to help students pay closer attention, pay attention longer, and
remember more deeply. The modules were also intended to motivate students,
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and to provide a more enjoyable experience (both from a learning and from a
teaching perspective). Therefore the learner’s experience needed to address some
or all of these affective areas:
1.

motivation (either positive feedback or praise, a score, or a grade),

2.

challenge (a difficulty to overcome)

3.

sensory experience (interesting movement, sound, color), and

4.

attention and fun (attending to and enjoying the environment).

Finally, the consideration of the content area: Using the characteristics of
the sounds and the characteristics of type, I designed learning modules to teach
basic concepts about typography. Through playing with the modules and
completing the activities, students can:
1. Observe and practice typographic principles and see them in action.
2. Observe how font choices impact legibility, contribute to understanding meanings, and determine the way viewers perceive a layout.
3. Observe which qualities of type produce the best legibility in
situations with movement.
4. Observe how variation in forms and faces contribute to meaning.
5. Observation of color and sound as it pertains to type and layout.
6. Make aesthetic choices.
7. Develop a correlation between type and music in order to understand
typography deeply.
8. Create designs that apply the typographic principles they’ve observed.
9. Develop concepts and write rules about the proper use of type.
10. Express their observations about typography in written form.
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11. Develop critical awareness of type forms
12. Practice critique of other students’ use of typography.
7.3 Content
As I began exploring and designing the interactive elements of video,
animation, and sound for my interactive affective typography module, I realized
that I needed the content to connect with students’ experiences. My objective was
to find a corollary theme to help students understand the typography content in a
deeper and more meaningful way. Long ago, Robert Bringhurst’s book The
Elements of Typographic Style (2002) connected typography and music.
It seemed that over the course of the last year or so, many of my students
had become preoccupied with the I-Pod, the new generation Macintosh
technology for music. Constructing their own playlists of tunes and sporting ear
buds wherever they go, students spend hours (and sometimes class time) with
their music. Of music, Norman (2004) says,
“All cultures have evolved musical scales, and although
they differ, they all follow similar frameworks. The properties of
octaves and of consonant and dissonant chords derive in part from
physics, in part from the mechanical properties of the inner ear.
Expectations play a central role in creating affective states, as a
musical sequence satisfies or violates the expectations built up by
its rhythm and tonal sequence. Minor keys have different
emotional impact than major keys, universally signifying sadness
or melancholy. The combination of key structure, choice of chords,
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rhythm, and tune, and the continual buildup of tension and
instability create powerful affective influences upon us. Sometimes
these influences are subconscious, as when music plays in the
background during a film, but deliberately scored to invoke
specific affective states. Sometimes these are conscious and
deliberate, as when we devote our full conscious attention to the
music, letting ourselves be carried vicariously by the impact,
behaviorally by the rhythm, and reflectively as the mind builds
upon the affective state to create true emotions” (p. 117).
Music seemed a naturally affective subject to correlate with typography.
In an article entitled Hearing Type (Loop: AIGA Journal of Interactive Design
Education, 2005), author Frank Armstrong inspired me with just such an
approach. He explored how the principles and macroaesthetics of music parallel
the principles of typographic design and layout. Both Bringhurst and Armstrong
had connected music and typography using the content that I wanted to cover in
my typography teaching; this project is their content made interactive.
7.4 Description
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My project is a series of interactive learning modules developed as short
Flash MX movies, and collectively entitled Notes on Type. Notes on Type is
designed for undergraduate students studying the subject of Typography. The
modules are intended to be a part of a larger chapter within the course that would
accompany reading assignments (to establish a historical foundation), an online
discussion board (to practice judging), creative projects (to put concepts into
practice), and quizzes (as incremental assessments of learning). The modules give
students a non-threatening and fun environment to watch demonstrations of the
concepts and to judge the meanings of the visual qualities of type. The typography
content has been linked to concepts from music in order to activate prior learning
and prior experience, and to encourage students to think deeply about each
concept. The sound, video, and interactions provide an affective environment
where students can learn and explore at their own pace.
The environment of this interactive module is familiar terrain for today’s
undergraduate students who have been exposed from a young age to the
conventions, interfaces, and workings of the Internet, computing, and interactive
learning. As a result, little direction is needed. Students are already familiar with
the point-and-click method of discovery and experimentation that is inherent in
Internet and interactive gaming environments.
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The first module presents a field of letters, capital letter Is, that respond
to selections on mouseover by italicizing the letterform and playing a sound.
This interface sets the precedent for the other modules. Deeper inside the first
module, a field of 8s is presented over a moving video background of a stream.
This module is designed to distract the student, to create a jarring interference
of light and color, much like the effect of lightning (additional screen shots on
upcoming pages). In addition, the information to be learned is set in type that
is difficult to discern from certain parts of the background. These intentional
disruptions make the design get in the way of the primary task, but at the same
time, they seat the event in a memorable affective experience. The experience
combines interaction with light and sound distractions. The interface links the
formal design qualities of the letterforms to their auditory equal, notes within the
musical scale that are analogous to the visual interpretation of the letterforms.
7.5 Process
In my project, I followed a process of graphic design that can be described
as a funnel. Beginning with a problem to be solved, I brainstormed freely and
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expanded ideas by myself and with others. I “put the ideas through the funnel”
and began a process of editing the ideas in order to refine and distill concepts.
Several attempts were made to sketch and describe the content and interactions
with pen and paper. This proved to be a poor method for conceptualizing
interactive media. So I began to use the Flash MX software platform to explore
content. In my first attempts, I expressed the content in a linear fashion like
content found in textbooks, instead of taking advantage of interactive forms of
navigation. In many iterations, the content took the form of interactive games
but the game form didn’t convey the content well. In the final analysis, I favored
demonstrations enhanced with sound that could be controlled by the learner.
Originally, the title “Notes On Type” was intended as a word play whose
connotation punctuated the correlation between musical notes and typography.
The letter “I” from the main navigation screen meant “interactive” and the “8”
found in the secondary navigation screen was the number of scenes in the Flash
movie; ultimately, the meanings became less important; the marks were purely
typographic symbols.
In thinking about how to get students to make accurate assessments
about type, I began to think about the power of a metaphor to convey complex
information. This was the basis for several of my design choices. I looked for
animals that could convey the same breadth of variety found in fonts; I chose
fish. Water, home to fish, has long been symbolic of emotion and depth; the
learning environment (electronic) and the natural environment (water) could be
correlated. As I began working on this project, I coincidentally discovered the
Duluth Aquarium, which houses a rich collection of fish. I arranged a special trip
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to Duluth to obtain shots specifically for this project. I shot all of the images and
movies with my digital camera. The video provides an affective backdrop for the
learning materials.
Sounds in the project are motivational and attention getting as well as
navigational clues. I chose sounds that for me were resonant, rich in emotional
undertones, and indicative of (1) visuals, or (2) content, or (3) meanings implied
by the learning content. Learner-animated interactions, like those in the slidercontrolled volume sequences, reinforced the concepts to be learned and they
grounded the materials in a parallel theme of musical principles (e.g., volume
acts as a corollary to typographic principles of weight and x-height).
I chose fonts known historically for their design excellence and I also
purposefully chose display fonts that were obviously over-designed to encourage
students the think deeply and develop aesthetic judgment. Throughout the textbased content screens in the Os module, the text is set in a variety of fonts at
various sizes and leading to demonstrate how these choices affect readability and
legibility.
I conceptualized all of the interactions and designed all of the modules.
This design process extended over a year and a half. I attempted, with mixed
success, to do all of the ActionScript programming myself. For three of the
modules, I consulted with two other Flash programmers who provided examples
of similar programming. The interactions that I subsequently programmed from
the examples can be seen in the volume changes and font changes.
At various stages, committee members were invited to comment and
provide feedback and I asked the programmers to comment on the navigation
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and functional aspects of the piece. Many comments were incorporated through
this iterative process. Finally, navigation and content changes were suggested by
my advisor and were incorporated in the final interactive project.
I am not an instructional designer, but I believe that graphic designers
and instructional designer are involved in similar pursuits—the organization of
information. The difference between our disciplines is how much attention
designers focus on functionality for the user and design aesthetics versus
instructional designer’s focus on content organization. This is not to say that both
disciplines value and practice the other view. But I think it is an important point
for this thesis. I approached the design of my project from a gut-level (some
would say visceral or emotional level). Usually, when I design a product, an
advertisement, a logo or a brochure for a client, I follow a very specific linear
process, punctuated by versions of artwork and payments of invoices. Here, the
processes of content development and interaction development and design
development overlapped. The process was difficult to manage. I was the content
developer: but the initial content was internalized from more than twenty years
of practice in the field of graphic design. I was the instructional designer drawing
from my experience the ensuing five years of teaching undergraduate typography
and graphic design courses. I was the designer, the producer, the programmer,
and the editor. In terms of the process, I intuitively decided how to focus my
efforts, what content was important to cover, and which design elements,
interactions, and sounds would effectively engage affect. My concern in the end
was the result: how it looked, felt, and acted.
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Instructional design research scientifically tests the theories, elements,
and components to ensure that designs can improve learning; while in my project
I followed my own artistic muse, which is likely concerned more with what the
thing looks like. Here, in the creative process, I diverged from the instructional
designers, yet interestingly my resulting project illuminates many of research
findings about what makes instructional design effective. Next, I elaborate some
seminal ideas and methods of instructional design.
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8.0

Instructional-Design

8.1 Gagné
Gagné (1985) has described nine events of learning that can provide
guidelines for the development of educational multimedia: gaining attention,
informing the learner of the objectives and activating motivation, stimulating
recall of prior learning, presenting the materials, providing guidance,
ascertaining performance, giving feedback, assessing performance, and
enhancing retention and learning transfer. Many multimedia researchers
recommend that educators include Gagné’s nine events in pedagogy and practice
to help ensure effective learning (see Reeves, 1986; Hannafin & Rieber, 1989;
Sponder & Hilgenfeld, 1994; and Sweeters, 1994; in Stemler, 1997).
8.2 Park and Hannafin
Park and Hannafin (1993) organized research and theory in the design of
interactive multimedia under one overarching framework, to provide empiricallybased guidelines in instructional design. Together these authors extracted twenty
principles from the research. The principles and their implications follow:
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1) Related prior knowledge is the single most powerful influence in
mediating subsequent learning. [Implication: Layer information to
accommodate multiple levels of complexity and accommodate
differences in related prior knowledge.]
2) New knowledge becomes increasingly meaningful when integrated
with existing knowledge. [Implication: Embed structural aids to
facilitate selection, organization, and integration; embed activities
that prompt learners to generate their own unique meaning.]
3) Learning is influenced by the supplied organization of concepts to be
learned. [Implication: Organize lesson units into internally consistent
idea units.]
4) Knowledge to be learned needs to be organized in ways that reflect
differences in learner familiarity with lesson content, the nature of the
learning task, and assumption about the structure of knowledge.
[Implication: Linkages between and among nodes need to reflect the
diverse ways in which the system will be used.]
5) Knowledge utility improves as processing and understanding deepen.
[Implication: Provide opportunities to reflect critically on learning
and to elaborate knowledge; encourage learners to articulate
strategies prior to, and subsequent to interacting with the
environment.]
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6) Knowledge is best integrated when unfamiliar concepts can be related
to familiar concepts. [Implication: Use familiar metaphors both in
conveying lesson content and designing the systems interface.]
7) Learning improves as the number of complementary stimuli used to
represent learning content increases. [Implication: Present
information using multiple, complementary symbols, formats, and
perspectives.]
8) Learning improves as the amount of invested mental effort increases.
[Implication: Embed activities that increase the perceived demand
characteristics of both the media and learning activities.]
9) Learning improves as competition for similar cognitive resources
decreases and learning declines as competition for the same resources
increases. [Implication: Structure presentations and interactions to
complement cognitive processes and reduce the complexity of the
processing task.]
10) Transfer improves when knowledge is situated in authentic contexts.
[Implication: Anchor knowledge in realistic contexts and settings.]
11) Knowledge flexibility increases as the number of perspectives on a
given topic increases and the conditional nature of knowledge is
understood. [Implication: Provide methods that help learners acquire
knowledge from multiple perspectives and cross-reference knowledge
in multiple ways.]
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12) Knowledge of details improves as instructional activities are more
explicit, while understanding improves as the activities are more
integrative. [Implication: Differentiate orienting activities for
forthcoming information based upon desired learning; provide
organizing activities for information already reviewed.]
13) Feedback increases the likelihood of learning response-relevant lesson
content, and decreases the likelihood of learning response-irrelevant
lesson content. [Implication: Provide opportunities to respond and
receive response-differentiated feedback where critical information is
involved, but avoid excessive response focusing when incidental
learning is expected.]
14) Shifts in attention improve the learning of related concepts.
[Implication: Differentiate key terms, concepts, and principles
through cosmetic amplification, repetition, and recasting.]
15) Learners become confused and disoriented when procedures are
complex, insufficient, or inconsistent. [Implication: Provide clearly
defined procedures for navigating within the system and accessing
on-line support.]
16) Visual representations of lesson content and structure improve the
learner’s awareness of both the conceptual relationships and
procedural requirements of a learning system. [Implication: Provide
concept maps to indicate the interrelationships among concepts, and
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hypermaps to indicate the location of the learner relative to other
lesson segments.]
17) Individuals vary widely in their need for guidance. [Implication:
Provide tactical, instructional, and procedural assistance.]
18) Learning systems are most efficient when they adapt to relevant
individual differences. [Implication: Interactive multimedia must
adapt dynamically to both learner and content characteristics.]
19) Metacognitive demands are greater for loosely structured learning
environments than for highly structured ones. [Implication: Provide
prompts and self-check activities to aid the learner in monitoring
comprehension and adapting individual learning strategies.]
20) Learning is facilitated when system features are functionally selfevident, logically organized, easily accessible, and readily deployed.
[Implication: Employ screen design and procedural conventions that
require minimal cognitive resources, are familiar or can be readily
understood, and are consonant with learning requirements.]
8.3 Merrill
M. David Merrill (in Alessi & Trollip, 2001) too has examined numerous
instructional design theories and models in order to analyze and extract the
primary principles of instruction that are associated with cognitive processes and
are empirically supported. His First Principles of Instruction are design oriented,
not learning oriented, and are intended to inform instructional-design practice.
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 Learning is facilitated when learners are engaged in solving
real-world problems.
 Learning is facilitated when existing knowledge is activated
as a foundation for new knowledge.
 Learning is facilitated when new knowledge is demonstrated
to the learner.
 Learning is facilitated when new knowledge is applied by the learner.
 Learning is facilitated when new knowledge is integrated into the
learners’ world.
This work of Merrill’s is important, since for the first time, research has
begun to establish categories of instruction that are flexible enough to support
instructional development across many knowledge areas, that can accommodate
many methodologies, learning activities, and differences among learners.
8.4 Alessi and Trollip
Stephen M. Alessi and Stanley R. Trollip’s text Multimedia Learning:
Methods and Development (2001) is a standard text at the University of
Minnesota. Their research has been culled from many researchers. The following
(paraphrased from Alessi & Trollip, 2001) are important aspects of cognitive
theory as it applies to the design of interactive instructional materials:
Perception and attention: (1) Information (visual and aural) must be easy to
receive; (2) Position of information (spatial or temporal) affects attention
and perception; (3) Differences and changes attract and maintain
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attention. Designers should take care not to overload attention (cognitive
load theory).
Encoding of information: Dual coding theory (Clark & Paivio, 1991) says that
learning is best facilitated by a combination of complementary visual and
auditory information. The multimedia effect (Mayer, 1997; Mayer,
Steinhoff, Bower, & Mars, 1995) is closely related to dual coding and finds
that certain combinations of words and pictures facilitate learning, while
combinations such as screens of text with concurrent narration impede
learning. Generally, instructional materials are more effective when they
encode the content using differing symbol systems that support rather
than repeat information (visual, auditory, or oral).
Memory: information is remembered better and longer when it is organized,
when organization is imposed upon it, or when the learner is made aware
of the organization. The more information is practiced and used, the
better and longer it is remembered.
Comprehension: Learners demonstrate understanding by (1) Applying
information outside of the instructional situation; (2) Restating in their
own words or explaining to someone else; (3) Distinguishing examples
from non-examples, including gray areas; and (4) Knowing when rules
and principles apply and demonstrating correct application.
Motivation: There are two primary models for motivation. Malone & Lepper
(1987) describe four factors of motivation: Challenge (must be
individualized and increasing); Curiosity (sensory curiosity arousal via
surprising or attracting visual and auditory effects or cognitive curiosity
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arousal via information that is counter to expectation, is contradictory, or
incomplete; Control (contingency, choice, and power); and Fantasy
(imaginary contexts or events using vivid realistic images). Keller &
Suzuki (1988) ARCS model of motivation design includes four key factors:
Attention (A), Relevance (R), Confidence (C), and Satisfaction (S).
8.5 Mayer
What works in designing multimedia learning? Educational Psychologist
Richard Mayer (2001) devised seven guiding principles for multimedia learning.
In Clark & Mayer (2003) the Theory of Multimedia Learning states that:
1. Students learn better from words and pictures than from words alone
[multimedia principle]
2. Students learn better when corresponding words and pictures are
presented close to each other [spatial contiguity principle]
3. Students learn better when words and pictures are presented
simultaneously (rather than successively) [temporal contiguity
principle]
4. Students learn better when extraneous words, pictures, and sounds
are excluded [coherence principle]
5. Students learn better from animation and narration than from
animation, and on-screen text [modality principle]
6. Students learn better from animation and narration than from
animation, narration, and on-screen text [redundancy principle]
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7. Design effects are stronger for low-knowledge learners than for highknowledge learners and for high-spatial learners rather than for lowspatial learners [individual differences principle] (p. 184).
Ultimately, whether practice is informed by educational psychology,
instructional-design, or interactive multimedia design, an instructional designer’s
goal is to produce effective learning materials. Clark (2001) has compared the
strengths and weaknesses of different media and found that: still photographs,
video, animation, and color add motivation, while graphics and sound effects
provide useful feedback to create an atmosphere, add interest, and aid recall
(p. 134). However according to Grabinger (1993, in Stemler, 1997), “there may
be no way to ascertain to what degree a single multimedia component, such as
graphics, menus, audio, and video, contributes to the amount of learning that
occurs.” In an exhaustive literature review of research on educational multimedia
features used for instructional purposes, Stemler (1997) examines the effects of
the visual elements of screen design (color, text, graphics, and animation);
learner control and navigation; use of feedback; student interactivity; and video
and audio elements; Stemler concludes that multimedia designers should try to
enhance attention, navigation and organization of knowledge, and help learners
integrate information into their knowledge structure.
8.6 Considerations of the Media
According to Shalom Fisch (2004), designers can learn how to construct
effective interactive media by drawing on past experience with other media:
consider what media to use, the sources of appeal, make sure material is clear,
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explicit, and age-appropriate; that the text is legible; use humor, engage with
visual action versus dialogue, use music and sound-effects, and use the formal
features of film/television (such as cuts, fades, montage, close-ups) in order to
focus attention, heighten the salience of materials and increase comprehension.
Effective electronic learning, according to Vrasidas (2004), must allow learners
to present knowledge in multiple ways; match instructional objectives with
assessment methods; help learners build knowledge artifacts using tools like
audio, video, multimedia production tools, lab and experiment tools, expert
systems, etc.; allow learners to visually construct and express meaning; and
provide tools for seamless communication and interaction (p. 912). In other
words, all of these techniques must fit into a wider objective for learning.
One key feature of interactive multimedia learning is its organization
around interface design (and/or navigation). Instructional designers need to
provide navigation cues to help learners engage with the right materials at the
right time, and to enlist help when they need it. Instructional designers can adopt
methods from software and courseware screen design. Poncelet and Proctor
(1993, in Stemler, 1997) have developed guidelines for interactivity, which is
essentially a list of types of icons that designers can employ in courseware:
Content icons may include help, answer key, glossary, course objective, content
map, and options. Navigational icons may include introduction, previous or next
frame key, test key, next lesson key, main menu key, and an exit the course key.
Analysis icons may include summary or conclusions key, a review key, comment
key, and an example key. The combination of these elements is highly dependent
on the content presented.
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Like navigational controls, learner interactions are also unique to
electronic environments. Orr, Golas, and Yao (1994, in Stemler, 1997) have
established a guideline for increasing interactivity in multimedia programs: (1)
Interactions ought to occur at a rate of one per every three or four screens or one
per minute; (2) Content should be chunked in small segments with built-in
questions. Feedback, periodic reviews, and summaries should be presented for
each segment; (3) Ask questions but don’t interrupt the instructional flow or
continuity. Ask questions after, not immediately following, related content. Ask
students to answer questions based upon previously learned knowledge. Ask
students to apply what they’ve learned rather than memorizing or repeating
answers; (4) Use rhetorical questions to get students to think, to stimulate
curiosity, and as a natural transition between frames; (5) Use discovery designs
that encourage active exploration rather than presenting information in a linear
format.
The researchers have also compiled learner control guidelines. They
outline when and under what circumstances to give learners control of sequences
and content in learning materials.
Of course, animation, video, and sound are not found in print materials.
More about their effects on learning needs to be researched. What we know about
animation is that perhaps no other medium is better at illustrating procedures
and explaining dynamic processes. Even video and film cannot equal the artist’s
ability to overlay internal construction elements on top of external views that aid
understanding of how a machine or device works, inside and out. Animation can
highlight information, heighten student interest, and facilitate recall (Orr et. Al.,
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1994 in Stemler, 1997). In the past, motion video required substantial storage
capacity (on the computer) and so less research exists about its use in instruction.
Today, file sizes of video have been compressed, so more research needs to be
developed about this media’s potential. Recently Taylor (1992, in Stemler, 1997)
has begun investigating video and recommends that designers incorporate video
for broad, abstract materials, possibly with emotional appeal, rather than using
video to present detailed material. According to Taylor, most learning occurs
when audio and video are redundant, synchronized with content, and when it
repeats and reinforces the concepts being presented.
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9.0

Description

The following narrative is a detailed description of each learning module.
It lists the learning objective and the learner controlled actions, it lists the
multimedia elements included for each module, it restates the exact screen text
appearing in each module, and it describes the actions required of learners. In the
analysis section that follows this overview, there are two charts for each module:
the first chart examines the components in Mayer’s (2001) cognitive theory of
multimedia learning that are included in the module; the second chart provides a
breakdown of the graphic elements that activate affect (Clore & Ortony, 2002, in
Hudlicka, 2003), which have also been included in the module.
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START TEXT MODULE

Learning Objective — This series of screens presents the background
and underlying concepts of the interactive modules in a written form.
Learner-controlled Interactions — The learner controls the pace of
the entire module, moving to each successive screen with a button click.
Multimedia Descriptions – There is a background photo of the blue
bubbles that the learner will see animated in other modules. The text is contained
in a box that puts a gray tint across the background in order to aid the readability
of the type, which is white. The entire module is stills with no animation or
video sequences.
Directions — There are no explicit directions. Buttons imply that an
action is necessary.
Content — There are eight screens of text for the learner to read.
Frame 1 — In both music and typography, the tension created by
contrasting elements, or the intervals of space between them, provides a sense of
motion and depth. [Quoted from Hearing Type, by Frank Armstrong, published
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in Loop: AIGA Journal of Interactive Design Education and Design Education.
June 27, 2005.]
Frame 2 — Motion is essential to both music and typography, propelling
the listener/reader forward through a composition. The rhythms that create
motion are pervasive in typography – contrasting stroke shapes and widths;
sporadic punctuation; ascenders and descenders protruding beyond the x-height;
and the tremendous variety of counterforms within and between glyphs. [Quoted
from Hearing Type, by Frank Armstrong, published in Loop: AIGA Journal of
Interactive Design Education and Design Education. June 27, 2005.]
Frame 3 — A sound or tone has four properties: amplitude, duration,
pitch and timbre. ...these properties are analogous to the formal characteristics of
typographic elements.
• Amplitude equals size and weight
• Duration is the width of one or length of a series of glyphs
• Pitch is relative to position on the page: top or bottom
• Timbre is the textural quality and color of a typeface.
[Quoted from Hearing Type, by Frank Armstrong, published in Loop: AIGA
Journal of Interactive Design Education and Design Education. June 27, 2005.]
Frame 4 — Letterforms have character, spirit and personality. ...On
close inspection, typefaces reveal many hints of their designers' times and
temperaments, and even their nationalities and religious faiths. ...Choose a face
whose historical echoes and associations are in harmony with the text. ...whose
individual spirit and character is in keeping with the text. [Quoted from Robert
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Bringhurst’s The Elements of Typographic Style, version 2.5, Hartley & Marks,
publishers, pages 95 – 100.]
Frame 5 — Typographic design is rooted in the times. Today, computing
power allows everyone to create and to contribute to a worldwide design
collective. As a result, there is a plethora of type choices, from well designed and
crafted to ignorantly and poorly executed. The following module demonstrates a
range of selections available in 2005 from freeware collections and type foundry
distributions.
Frame 6 — Robert Bringhurst wrote: Typography should be richly and
superbly ordinary, so that attention is drawn to the quality of the composition,
not to the individual letterforms. Only a face that warrants close scrutiny should
be set in a form that invites it. [Quoted from Robert Bringhurst’s The Elements of
Typographic Style, version 2.5, Hartley & Marks, publishers, pages 95 – 100.]
Frame 7 — The fonts used in this project were: Frutiger Ultra Black,
Arial, Myriad Roman, Tahoma, Gill Sans Light, Helvetica, Futura Condensed,
Verdana, Blobs, Bablefish, Beware, Letters.
Frame 8 — As you play with the module that follows, think about
Bringhurst’s First Principles: Typography exists to honor content. Letters have a
life and dignity of their own. There is a style beyond style.
Do Bringhurst’s Principles apply to interactive media? To print? As you
observe how motion and sound affect typography, develop a new set of rules
for using type in interactive environments. Record your ideas and rules in
your notebook.
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Activity — Guided discovery questions that lead students to develop
their own set of rules for using type in interactive environments followed by
recording those ideas and rules in a notebook.

8s MODULE

Learning Objective — This module demonstrates a variety of concepts
(contained in content below).
Learner-Controlled Interactions — Learners interact with
numerous buttons in the environment. The learner controls the actions of this
module in a playful manner, moving to each successive screen with simple
mouseovers and clicks that reveal content.
Multimedia Descriptions — Here active visual rhythm of the stream
is captured in video while sounds are caused by simple mouseover actions. In
addition, the field of 8s mimics the main Is interface. It is a field of numbers that
are activated by mouseover motions and produce sounds. The result is a
stimulating sensory combination. When the “reversed” video is employed, the
jarring lightning effects combine with the unusually bright colors to create a
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disarming feeling, to invoke a feeling of fear in the learner. At the same time, the
weight of the type (which appears as a flat pattern overlaying the flashing colors
of the video) is sometimes at visual odds with the background, which adds to the
disarming feeling of the scene. In the video, light demonstrates depth or space. In
the 8s, the stroke weight of the type demonstrates depth.
Content — Content is presented on pop-up screens in relation to
numbers selected in mouseover actions by the learner. Activities are accessed in
the “lightning” module by clicking on numbers that represent the modules. When
the user “touches” with the mouse, sounds are emitted from the letters that
correspond with sounds found in the learning module. These sounds and letters
and colors act as memory cues as to which activity goes with which module.
Directions – There are no directions except the icon of an eye in a
white box with the direction written below “click number”. These directions are
revealed during mouseovers of colored numbers that have demonstrations
corresponding to the concept being presented in the text.
Mouseover on the document icon — In both music and typography,
the tension created by contrasting elements, or the intervals of space between
them, provides a sense of motion and depth. [Quoted from the article Hearing
Type, written by Frank Armstrong, printed in Loop: AIGA Journal of Interactive
Design Education and Design Education. June 27, 2005.]
Mouseover on the number 1. Type weight is like a musical scale: Thin
type is a high, light pitch, sometimes with a flourish, sometimes low in volume;
Heavy weights of a typeface have a low modulation, persistent slow velocity and
duration, a deeper louder volume. Thin type is lightweight. Bold type is heavy.
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Mouseover on the number 2. Where there is movement, our eyes will
tend to focus on stationary objects. Like hearing a melody, our visual senses use
physical gravity to discern a message. The key is to create contrast that will make
the message stand out from the crowd or environment.
Mouseover on the number 3. To ensure readability on a moving
background, choose a font with uniform stroke weight and rounded open
letterforms for good volume and duration. Like the last note in a song, an even
stroke weight holds the attention and the spotlight.
Mouseover on the number 4. Carefully crafted text type is
orchestrated and metered like a musical score, balancing among type sizes and
leading and line length. It is the spaces between letters, between words, across
and between lines that sets the reader’s pace: loose spacing is slow, tight spacing
is fast.
Mouseover on the number 5. Typefaces are like instruments; each
has a voice of its own, with a specific timbre, pace, volume, duration, and pitch.
Mouseover on the number 6. Can you hear this? Just like adjusting a
volume control, choosing a font with a tall x-height can make your message
louder (or more visible) against a moving background.
Mouseover on the number 7. The set-width of a font determines
reading pace: a wider font–an extended or expanded typeface–is slower, a
narrow or condensed font is fast. A font with a wide set-width is usually easier to
read on a moving background.
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Mouseover on the number 8. Like a trumpet, type with a thick stroke
weight is strong and tends to dominate the foreground of a layout. Bold style
fonts easily contrast with moving backgrounds.
Activity — There are no additional assignments.
Os RHYTHM & HARMONY MODULE

Learning Objective— This module demonstrates the content below. It
also demonstrates the importance of pace in music and in typesetting paragraphs
of text. The module draws a comparison to the rhythmic and steady pace of (or
unusually-paced) music/sound.
Learner controlled actions — Learner controls pace through part of
the module. They can review the module over again or move to the main interface
Multimedia description — Animated text intro; Video; Sound on
release of buttons
Content of text screens —
Initial directions — Find out how spaces and faces affect a design
layout. Read through the material. As you read, pay close attention to rhythm and
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timing. Notice when it works and when it doesn’t. Complete the design exercise
by following the directions at the end. You can review these materials as many
times as you need.
5. Rhythm — In both music and typography, the tension created by
contrasting elements, or the intervals of space between them, provides a sense of
motion and depth. [Quoted from Hearing Type, by Frank Armstrong, in Loop:
AIGA Journal of Interactive Design Education and Design Education. June 27,
2005. Type sample is set 14/17 Baskerville Semibold.]
4. Rhythm — Space in typography is like time in music. ...The metering
of horizontal space is accomplished almost unconsciously in typography. You
choose and prepare a font, and you choose a measure (the width of the column).
When you set the type, the measure fills with the varied rhythm of repeating
letter shapes, which are music to the eye. [Quoted from Robert Bringhurst’s The
Elements of Typographic Style, version 2.5. Hartley & Marks, 2002, page 36.This
type sample is set 12/14 Optima.]
3. Rhythm — Horizontal lines of type, and the vertical intervals of space
(leading) between them, create a surface texture. Variations in leading, between
adjacent columns of type, represent harmonic modulation in a typographic
composition. [Quoted from the article Hearing Type, by Frank Armstrong, in
Loop: AIGA Journal of Interactive Design Education and Design Education.
June 27, 2005.]
For the same reason that the tempo must not change arbitrarily in music,
leading must not change arbitrarily in type. [Quoted from Robert Bringhurst’s
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The Elements of Typographic Style, version 2.5., Hartley & Marks, 2002, page 37.
This type sample is set 14/17 Hoefler Text]
2. Rhythm — ...only a few faces read well when set solid. Most text
requires positive leading. ...Longer measures (line lengths) need more lead than
shorter ones. This type sample is set 14/14 Cochin.
Dark faces need more lead than light ones. ...Large-bodied faces need
more lead than smaller-bodied ones. [Quoted from Robert Bringhurst’s The
Elements of Typographic Style, version 2.5., Hartley & Marks, 2002, page 37.
This type sample is set 14/18 Lubalin Graph Demi]
1. Rhythm — Faces like Bauer Bodoni, with substantial color and a
rigid vertical axis, need much more lead than faces like Bembo, whose color is
light and whose axis is based on the writing hand. And unserifed faces often need
more lead (or a shorter line) than their serifed counterparts. [Quoted from
Robert Bringhurst’s The Elements of Typographic Style, version 2.5, Hartley
& Marks, 2002, page 37. This type sample is set 14/18 Helvetica Neue]
Activity — RHYTHM MODULE ASSIGNMENT: Develop a creative
four-color design entitled “rhythm” that solves each of the following problems.
Use Adobe InDesign software. Page size is 12" x 12". Print in color and mount.
(1) Demonstrate good rhythm and spacing using a dark face, a light face, a
large-bodied face, and a small-bodied face (use at least one sans serif typeface).
(2) Create a sense of motion by contrasting typefaces. (3) Show a change of
meter within a horizontal space.
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Hs VOLUME MODULE

Learning Objective — This module demonstrates how weight
contributes to contrast and makes messages stand out from backgrounds.
Activity — VOLUME MODULE ASSIGNMENT: This module
demonstrates how to use volume to emphasize typographic messages. Using the
lyrics of your favorite song, create a layout using only typographic weight
contrasts and placement on the page to emphasize the most important words and
convey the meaning of the song. Use just one font family. The page size should be
14" x 8". Print in black and white. Mount on black board.
Learner-Controlled Interactions — Learners control the interaction
and therefore the action in the module by clicking and/or dragging a slider
button that controls the advancement of the movie as well as the corresponding
sound volume and visual information in each successive frame.
Multimedia Descriptions — Sound applied on buttons. Color
saturation of the background image correlates with the advancement of the
movie, the volume of the sound, and the weight of the letterform.
Content — There is no content for the learner to read within the module.
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Directions — There are no directions for this module.
Learners who find the “Hs Volume” module through the “Is Opening
Interface” do not have the advantage of knowing what the objective is. Learners
can also reach this module from the 8s Module which preempts the learning with
the following objective:
“Type weight is like a musical scale: Thin type is a high, light pitch,
sometimes with a flourish, sometimes low in volume; Heavy weights of a typeface
have a low modulation, persistent slow velocity and duration, a deeper louder
volume. Thin type is lightweight. Bold type is heavy.”
CONTRAST Ks MODULE

Learning Objective — This module demonstrates a simple way to
make a message stand out — by using typographic contrasts.
Learner-Controlled Interactions — Interactions are limited to
replay controls.
Multimedia Descriptions — Animated short movie.
Content — The content is an animation of a conversation between Ks.
There is a gathering of Ks who appear identical in weight, size, and color (white).
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A larger, maroon colored K enters the room, seems to shout a message, floats
around the “room”, does a cartwheel, and exits. The other Ks share a private
conversation about him.
The white Ks see the maroon K enter the room. One white K says,
“oh no… oh, nooooo… HE’s here.”
The maroon K shouts:
“Hello. Hello. I’m Bold. Very Bold. Bold, bold, I’m bold. Hello
again, I’m bold… and large. Hello. Hellooo. Hellooooo.”
The white Ks converse:
“He makes me feel invisible.”
“Yeah… I see what you mean.”
Directions — The module begins with these directions for the learner:
“The following video segment demonstrates some simple ways to make a message
stand out — by using typographic contrasts. As you watch, think about how
musicians, interior designers, and painters create emphasis. Record your ideas in
your notebook. Click here to watch the video.”
Activity — ANIMATED MODULE ASSIGNMENT: The video segment
showing the animation of K’s demonstrates some simple ways to make a message
stand out. What are they? How do you think musicians, interior designers, and
painters create emphasis? Record your ideas in your notebook. When you are
finished, post three ideas on the class message board. Read other postings
and reply to two.
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X-HEIGHT MODULE

Learning Objective — This module demonstrates how the x-height of a
font can make a message fade or stand out (expansiveness).
Learner-Controlled Interactions — The learner drags a slider that
begins music. As the slider advances, the frames change to reveal fonts of
progressively taller x-heights, the music gets louder and the learner seems to go
up into the air (into the cloud picture).
Multimedia Descriptions — As the frames advance, the sky seems to
get larger (as if the learner is flying up into the clouds). The sound is very
important in this module. The funky beat is an energetic and repetitive dance
song supporting the meaning of the visual changes. The music, the x-heights, and
the sky become more and more expansive as the frames advance.
Content — The words Cap Height describe an area on the type.
Directions — There are no directions.
Activity — X-HEIGHT MODULE ASSIGNMENT: The x-height module
demonstrates how x-height can make a message fade or stand out. Choose the
names of five instruments and use five different fonts to describe the sound of the
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instrument visually. Do some research and consider unusual international or
historical instruments. Create a layout in Adobe Illustrator using the names of the
instruments. Follow these rules: 1. All cap heights must be equal height. 2. Use
placement to enhance meanings. 3. Use only regular weights of typefaces. 4. Use
overlapping to enhance meanings. 5. Use only ITC or Mergenthaler foundries. The
page size should be 12" x 12". Print in black and white. Mount on black board.
GOLDFISH MODULE

Learning Objective – This module demonstrates the legibility of
different fonts when words are animating against a moving background.
Secondly, it demonstrates the use of display type to support, or confound
word meanings. The styles shown do not always demonstrate excellence in
type design. Here the objective is for students to practice critical thinking
and design judgment.
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Learner-controlled Interactions — The learner clicks buttons to
observe changes in typefaces.
Multimedia Descriptions — A video sequence of bubbles in a large
fish tank is the backdrop for a sequence of animated colored words (“whale,”
“shark,” and “goldfish”) that move left and right across the screen. These two
environments are at odds — the water bubbles demonstrate depth while the
words are flat and travel with no depth of movement.
Content – There is no explicit content to read.
Directions – There are no explicit directions. Buttons imply that an
action is necessary.
Activity – GOLDFISH MODULE ASSIGNMENT: The goldfish module
demonstrates how movement and readability interact with the design of
letterforms. Search the Internet to find examples of animated typography. You
might consider film titles or television commercials. Keep a record of the URL
links as you search. Go deep in your search. On the class message boards find the
area under “Goldfish”. Post the URL links for your examples. Write three design
rules for effectively using typography on moving backgrounds. Post them in the
area under “Rules”. Find three other rules that you disagree with or that need
revisions and post your comments in the blog.
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10.0

Analysis

This analysis identifies the primary features of the instructional design of
the project and explains how these features help formulate an affective learning
experience for students. The modules in Notes On Type meet the following
objectives set forth for this project:
1. The modules are experimental and interactive in nature.
2. Interface operation is intuitive, requiring little or no directions.
3. The modules either motivate or provide the learner with extrinsic
motivation to learn.
4. The modules are attention-getting: movement, colors, and sounds.
5. The modules provide challenge: interface requires some curiosity
and guessing as to what’s going on and how one ought to get around;
text whose color or contrast makes it is difficult to read requires the
learner to lean forward and look closer; activities require students to
post original thoughts, practice critical thinking, and be creative in
producing typographic design solutions demonstrating learning.
6. The modules provide learner controls: pace, repetition,
demonstration playback, and path of learning.
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7. The modules provide visual stimulation: interesting video and
animation with movement and rich, saturated colors.
8. The modules provide visual effects: lightning;
9. The modules provide auditory stimulation: interesting sound effects
provide navigational clues and music with driving rhythms.
10. Modules are fun or play-like: in the Is and 8s interfaces the buttons
can be played like an instrument.
Positive affect can lead to effective learning. Some of the conditions
leading to positive affect according to Norman (2004) include: bright, highly
saturated hues; “soothing” sounds and simple melodies and rhythms;
harmonious music and sounds; rhythmic beats; symmetrical objects; rounded,
smooth objects; “sensuous” feelings, sounds, and shapes (p. 29). Using Norman’s
conditions to analyze the project, the following elements of positive affect are
noted in the modules:
1. The bell sounds in the Is interface have rounded soothing tones.
2. The video and sounds of water falling is soothing.
3. The sounds are harmonious.
4. The music is active and energetic in rhythmic beats.
5. The backgrounds are bright, colorful and highly saturated hues.
6. The colors in the 8s and Ks modules are artificially saturated.
7. The typographic fish and the video of fish, develop a visual symmetry.
8. The backgrounds form a harmony: themes of water and sky.
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When it is not persistent or overwhelming, negative affect can also aid
learning. Norman’s (2004) conditions that appear to produce an automatic
negative affect include: sudden, unexpected loud sounds or bright lights;
“looming” objects (those that seem they might hit the observer); darkness;
extremely bright lights or loud sounds; sharp objects; harsh, abrupt sounds;
grating and discordant sounds (p. 30). When a learner encounters a nonresponsive interface, initially they become frustrated, repeat the action in an
effort to try harder. Frustration was incorporated in this project in order to lead
learners to try harder, attend more closely, and to focus attention more deeply.
The following elements of negative affect are noted in the modules:
1. Non-synchronized movements in Is interface and x-Height module.
2. Ill-paced video in the Os module.
3. Ill-timed sounds in the Os module.
4. Low light conditions in the 8s interface.
5. Poor type contrast restricting legibility in the 8s interface.
6. Sudden unexpected lightning.
7. Erratic movements of the fish in the “goldfish” module.
8. Darkness in several modules.
Norman’s conditions of positive and negative affect in learning are not
inclusive and it is important to note that there are other factors that can
contribute to and detract from learning (for example, environmental conditions,
time restraints, and the individuals themselves). But according to Alessi & Trollip
(2001) many current instructional models suggest that effective learning
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environments involve four distinct phases of learning: (1) activation of prior
experience, (2) demonstration of skills, (3) application of skills, and (4)
integration of skills into the learner’s world.
1. The learning modules activate students’ prior experience of listening
to music and with concepts from music education.
2. The modules demonstrate the typographic concepts to be learned and
allow students to test and apply the demonstrations at their own pace.
3. Content is chunked in small segments with built-in questions.
4. Instructor formulated rhetorical questions guide the message board
discussions as well as providing a set-up to some modules, which also
serves to elevate students’ curiosity and motivation.
5. The modules have a non-linear structure, encouraging discovery
learning through self-paced interaction with the materials.
6. Extrinsic motivational elements are incorporated.
7. A clock suggests that there may be a time limit (but there is not).
8. Directions announce that a quiz will follow the completion of the
modules (students who are motivated extrinsically—for instance who
are motivated by grades—will tend to pay closer attention).
9. Activities require students to participate in online discussions.
Students are asked to use critical thinking and to apply independent
judgment and respond to their classmates’ written responses.
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10. Finally, structured activities ask students to apply what they’ve
learned by completing assignments that incorporate the concepts to
be learned in comprehensive typographic design projects.
In order to provide a more thorough analysis, in the following charts I
evaluate each learning module in Notes On Type across these components of
Mayer’s cognitive theory of multimedia (Mayer, 2001): Two multimedia learning
goals (p. 15–17); five kinds of knowledge structures (p. 52); personalization
dimension (p. 188); interactivity effect (p. 188); and five characteristics of
effective multimedia presentations (p. 192). Following the analysis of these
elements, I provide an analysis across Clore & Ortony’s four dimensions of
emotion effects (Clore & Ortony, 2002, in Hudlicka, 2003) and I identify the
graphic elements that activate affect: Somatic (senses)–physiological; Cognitive
(thought)–interpretive; Motivational (incentive, interest, enthusiasm)–
behavioral; and Experiential (inter-acting)–subjective.
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START TEXT MODULE — COMPONENTS IN COGNITIVE THEORY OF MULTIMEDIA LEARNING
THAT ARE INCLUDED IN THE MODULE (Mayer, 2001).
Two Multimedia Learning Goals:
✔

Remembering (Retention)

✔

Understanding (Transfer)

Five Kinds of Knowledge Structures:
✔

Process (explain a cause-and-effect chain, e.g. flow chart)
Comparison (compare and contrast two or more elements along several dimensions (e.g. matrix)

✔

Generalization (main ideas and supporting details, e.g. branching tree)
Enumeration (a list of items; e.g. list)

✔

Classification (analyze a domain into sets and subsets; e.g. hierarchy)

Personalization: Students work harder to make sense of materials when they feel they are engaged in social interaction.
Activity engages social interaction
✔

Activity does not include social interaction

Interactivity Effect: When learners control the pace of the presentation, the result is better knowledge transfer (but not retention).
✔

Learner controls pace all the time
Learner controls pace some of the time
Learner cannot control pace

✔

Learner can control replay within the module
Learner cannot control replay within the module

Five Characteristics of Effective Multimedia Presentations
(for computer-based multimedia presentations that seek to explain how something works using animation with narration, words with pictures)
Multimedia (Corresponding animation rather than narration alone)
Integrated (Simultaneous presentation of animation and narration rather than successive presentation)
✔

Concise (Extraneous words, sounds, or pictures are excluded)
Channeled (Narration rather than text, or alternatively, speech and text)
Structured (Series of narrated animation segments describing key steps in a process (for cause-and-effect
material) to depict a cause-and-effect system)

START TEXT MODULE — DIMENSIONS OF EMOTION EFFECTS AND THE GRAPHIC ELEMENTS THAT
ACTIVATE AFFECT (Clore & Ortony, 2002, in Hudlicka, 2003).
Somatic (senses) – physiological

Cognitive (thought) – interpretive

Motivational (incentive, interest,
enthusiasm) – behavioral

Video sequence and animated words
are at odds spatially — one is true
video of water bubbles and the
words are flat in color and they
appear only to travel left and right
with no depth of movement.

Buttons – Words next to buttons
are hints as to the actions.

Instructions— presents the goal for
learning;
Prepares student to expect a
project at the end.

There is nothing to be read within
the module.

Instructions — there are no
instructions to direct the learner’s
efforts or to motivate and focus
attention.
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Experiential (inter-acting) –
subjective

8s MODULE — COMPONENTS IN COGNITIVE THEORY OF MULTIMEDIA LEARNING
THAT ARE INCLUDED IN THE MODULE (Mayer, 2001).
Two Multimedia Learning Goals:
✔

Remembering (Retention)

✔

Understanding (Transfer)

Five Kinds of Knowledge Structures:
Process (explain a cause-and-effect chain, e.g. flow chart)
✔

Comparison (compare and contrast two or more elements along several dimensions (e.g. matrix)

✔

Generalization (main ideas and supporting details, e.g. branching tree)

✔

Enumeration (a list of items; e.g. list)

✔

Classification (analyze a domain into sets and subsets; e.g. hierarchy)

Personalization: Students work harder to make sense of materials when they feel they are engaged in social interaction.
Activity engages social interaction
✔

Activity does not include social interaction

Interactivity Effect: When learners control the pace of the presentation, the result is better knowledge transfer (but not retention).
✔

Learner controls pace all the time
Learner controls pace some of the time
Learner cannot control pace

✔

Learner can control replay within the module
Learner cannot control replay within the module

Five Characteristics of Effective Multimedia Presentations
(for computer-based multimedia presentations that seek to explain how something works using animation with narration, words with pictures)
✔

Multimedia (Corresponding animation rather than narration alone)

✔

Integrated (Simultaneous presentation of animation and narration rather than successive presentation)
Concise (Extraneous words, sounds, or pictures are excluded)
Channeled (Narration rather than text, or alternatively, speech and text)
Structured (Series of narrated animation segments describing key steps in a process (for cause-and-effect
material) to depict a cause-and-effect system)

8s MODULE — DIMENSIONS OF EMOTION EFFECTS AND THE GRAPHIC ELEMENTS THAT ACTIVATE
AFFECT (Clore & Ortony, 2002, in Hudlicka, 2003).
Somatic (senses) – physiological

Cognitive (thought) – interpretive

Motivational (incentive, interest,
enthusiasm) – behavioral

Experiential (inter-acting) –
subjective

Video sequence — Scene 1 is a water
falling over rocks; Scene 2, spectrum
of brilliant blues. Secondarily, values
reverse into complementary colors-oranges and yellows. The video gives
a jarring effect like lightning.
Sounds— Rollover ‘music’ is a scale
of notes from a bassoon which
correlate to the weight of the font
being rolled-over—higher notes,
lighter weight; lower notes, heavier.

Interaction with the colored
numbers in the field of 8s produces
large screens over the scene with
content that must be read. The
moving backgrounds, darkness,
and lightening effects of the scene
behind cause interference with the
reading.

Sounds and their relation to the
field of eights present a kind of
musical toy to encourage play
within the environment.
It may be more interesting for
some learners to view a
demonstration of the concepts
rather than just reading about the
concepts. Learners can click on
some of the numbers to go to a
demonstration.

Field of 8s—Frutiger font. Buttons
that play sounds. Weights
correspond to the values in the
image (two versions, a positive
correct correlation of weight to
spatial depth and a negative
correlation shows wrong weight
correspondence).
Buttons — Content shown in one
interface, assignments in other.
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Os RHYTHM MODULE — COMPONENTS IN COGNITIVE THEORY OF MULTIMEDIA LEARNING
THAT ARE INCLUDED IN THE MODULE (Mayer, 2001).
Two Multimedia Learning Goals:
✔

Remembering (Retention)

✔

Understanding (Transfer)

Five Kinds of Knowledge Structures:
Process (explain a cause-and-effect chain, e.g. flow chart)
Comparison (compare and contrast two or more elements along several dimensions (e.g. matrix)
✔

Generalization (main ideas and supporting details, e.g. branching tree)
Enumeration (a list of items; e.g. list)

✔

Classification (analyze a domain into sets and subsets; e.g. hierarchy)

Personalization: Students work harder to make sense of materials when they feel they are engaged in social interaction.
✔

Activity engages social interaction
Activity does not include social interaction

Interactivity Effect: When learners control the pace of the presentation, the result is better knowledge transfer (but not retention).
Learner controls pace all the time
✔

Learner controls pace some of the time
Learner cannot control pace

✔

Learner can control replay within the module
Learner cannot control replay within the module

Five Characteristics of Effective Multimedia Presentations
(for computer-based multimedia presentations that seek to explain how something works using animation with narration, words with pictures)
✔

Multimedia (Corresponding animation rather than narration alone)
Integrated (Simultaneous presentation of animation and narration rather than successive presentation)
Concise (Extraneous words, sounds, or pictures are excluded)
Channeled (Narration rather than text, or alternatively, speech and text)
Structured (Series of narrated animation segments describing key steps in a process (for cause-and-effect
material) to depict a cause-and-effect system)

Os RHYTHM MODEL — DIMENSIONS OF EMOTION EFFECTS AND THE GRAPHIC ELEMENTS THAT
ACTIVATE AFFECT (Clore & Ortony, 2002, in Hudlicka, 2003).
Somatic (senses) – physiological

Cognitive (thought) – interpretive

Motivational (incentive, interest,
enthusiasm) – behavioral

Experiential (inter-acting) –
subjective

Video sequence— Movement of video
is smooth; as video begins, sounds of
bells are in measured beats; sound
of bells grow increasingly off-beat
(rhythmically) as video runs,
producing a dissonance of rhythm.

Animated intro— Dimming of colors
when area is not active directs
attention.
Instructions— Explains what to pay
attention to.

Instructions— presents the goal for
learning;
Prepares student to expect a
project at the end.

Sequence— user control of pace
during text screen segments.

Content visually demonstrates how
different settings of a font (sizes
and leading) contribute to
legibility.
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Hs VOLUME MODULE — COMPONENTS IN COGNITIVE THEORY OF MULTIMEDIA LEARNING
THAT ARE INCLUDED IN THE MODULE (Mayer, 2001).
Two Multimedia Learning Goals:
✔

Remembering (Retention)

✔

Understanding (Transfer)

Five Kinds of Knowledge Structures:
✔

Process (explain a cause-and-effect chain, e.g. flow chart)

✔

Comparison (compare and contrast two or more elements along several dimensions (e.g. matrix)
Generalization (main ideas and supporting details, e.g. branching tree)

✔

Enumeration (a list of items; e.g. list)

✔

Classification (analyze a domain into sets and subsets; e.g. hierarchy)

Personalization: Students work harder to make sense of materials when they feel they are engaged in social interaction.
Activity engages social interaction
✔

Activity does not include social interaction

Interactivity Effect: When learners control the pace of the presentation, the result is better knowledge transfer (but not retention).
✔

Learner controls pace all the time
Learner controls pace some of the time
Learner cannot control pace

✔

Learner can control replay within the module
Learner cannot control replay within the module

Five Characteristics of Effective Multimedia Presentations
(for computer-based multimedia presentations that seek to explain how something works using animation with narration, words with pictures)
✔

Multimedia (Corresponding animation rather than narration alone)
Integrated (Simultaneous presentation of animation and narration rather than successive presentation)

✔

Concise (Extraneous words, sounds, or pictures are excluded)

✔

Channeled (Narration rather than text, or alternatively, speech and text)

✔

Structured (Series of narrated animation segments describing key steps in a process (for cause-and-effect
material) to depict a cause-and-effect system)

Hs VOLUME MODULE — DIMENSIONS OF EMOTION EFFECTS AND THE GRAPHIC ELEMENTS THAT
ACTIVATE AFFECT (Clore & Ortony, 2002, in Hudlicka, 2003).
Somatic (senses) – physiological

Cognitive (thought) – interpretive

Motivational (incentive, interest,
enthusiasm) – behavioral

Experiential (inter-acting) –
subjective

Volume increases in proportion to
the weight of the letterform and the
strength of the tint of the
background.

The connection among the weight
of the letterform, the strength of
the tinted background and the
loudness of the sound loop may
help learners remember the
objective by making deeper
connections.

Learners may prefer to see a
demonstration of a concept rather
than reading it, however, this
demonstration is a reinforcement
of the objective.

Learner controls the complete
interaction of all elements, sound
volume, image brightness, and
framerate.
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CONTRAST Ks MODULE — COMPONENTS IN COGNITIVE THEORY OF MULTIMEDIA LEARNING
THAT ARE INCLUDED IN THE MODULE (Mayer, 2001).
Two Multimedia Learning Goals:
Remembering (Retention)
✔

Understanding (Transfer)

Five Kinds of Knowledge Structures:
Process (explain a cause-and-effect chain, e.g. flow chart)
✔

Comparison (compare and contrast two or more elements along several dimensions (e.g. matrix)
Generalization (main ideas and supporting details, e.g. branching tree)
Enumeration (a list of items; e.g. list)

✔

Classification (analyze a domain into sets and subsets; e.g. hierarchy)

Personalization: Students work harder to make sense of materials when they feel they are engaged in social interaction.
✔

Activity engages social interaction (the assignment is to post and reply to classmate’s responses on the class message board)
Activity does not include social interaction

Interactivity Effect: When learners control the pace of the presentation, the result is better knowledge transfer (but not retention).
Learner controls pace all the time
Learner controls pace some of the time
✔

Learner cannot control pace

✔

Learner can control replay within the module
Learner cannot control replay within the module

Five Characteristics of Effective Multimedia Presentations
(for computer-based multimedia presentations that seek to explain how something works using animation with narration, words with pictures)
Multimedia (Corresponding animation rather than narration alone)
✔

Integrated (Simultaneous presentation of animation and narration rather than successive presentation)

✔

Concise (Extraneous words, sounds, or pictures are excluded)
Channeled (Narration rather than text, or alternatively, speech and text)

✔

Structured (Series of narrated animation segments describing key steps in a process (for cause-and-effect
material) to depict a cause-and-effect system)

Ks MODULE — DIMENSIONS OF EMOTION EFFECTS AND THE GRAPHIC ELEMENTS THAT ACTIVATE
AFFECT (Clore & Ortony, 2002, in Hudlicka, 2003).
Somatic (senses) – physiological

Cognitive (thought) – interpretive

Motivational (incentive, interest,
enthusiasm) – behavioral

Experiential (inter-acting) –
subjective

Movement of the large “K” in
relation to the stasis of the other
letter characters in the animation
and the types of movements made
by the lead character reinforce the
inherent meanings of the forms
used.

The conversation between the
animated letterforms in the movie
demonstrates the learning
objective.

Instructions— The module begins
by telling the learner what the
objective is; it announces the
activities that are required; and
gives the learner control of video
start and replay. The movie is
completely animated. The letters
use personification to convey the
message through animated text.

Interactions are limited to replay
controls.
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X-HEIGHT MODULE — COMPONENTS IN COGNITIVE THEORY OF MULTIMEDIA LEARNING
THAT ARE INCLUDED IN THE MODULE (Mayer, 2001).
Two Multimedia Learning Goals:
✔

Remembering (Retention)

✔

Understanding (Transfer)

Five Kinds of Knowledge Structures:
✔

Process (explain a cause-and-effect chain, e.g. flow chart)

✔

Comparison (compare and contrast two or more elements along several dimensions (e.g. matrix)
Generalization (main ideas and supporting details, e.g. branching tree)

✔

Enumeration (a list of items; e.g. list)

✔

Classification (analyze a domain into sets and subsets; e.g. hierarchy)

Personalization: Students work harder to make sense of materials when they feel they are engaged in social interaction.
Activity engages social interaction
✔

Activity does not include social interaction

Interactivity Effect: When learners control the pace of the presentation, the result is better knowledge transfer (but not retention).
✔

Learner controls pace all the time
Learner controls pace some of the time
Learner cannot control pace

✔

Learner can control replay within the module
Learner cannot control replay within the module

Five Characteristics of Effective Multimedia Presentations
(for computer-based multimedia presentations that seek to explain how something works using animation with narration, words with pictures)
✔

Multimedia (Corresponding animation rather than narration alone)

✔

Integrated (Simultaneous presentation of animation and narration rather than successive presentation)

✔

Concise (Extraneous words, sounds, or pictures are excluded)
Channeled (Narration rather than text, or alternatively, speech and text)

✔

Structured (Series of narrated animation segments describing key steps in a process (for cause-and-effect
material) to depict a cause-and-effect system)

X-HEIGHT MODULE — DIMENSIONS OF EMOTION EFFECTS AND THE GRAPHIC ELEMENTS THAT
ACTIVATE AFFECT (Clore & Ortony, 2002, in Hudlicka, 2003).
Somatic (senses) – physiological

Cognitive (thought) – interpretive

Motivational (incentive, interest,
enthusiasm) – behavioral

Experiential (inter-acting) –
subjective

The sound grows ever louder,
emphasizing the beat and energy of
the music. This is the auditory
corollary to the visual changes of the
type. The music, the x-heights, and
the sky become more and more
expansive as the frames advance.

Interaction among the visual
background (sky), the enlarging xheights, and the sound growing
ever louder, provide learners with
connections that may help improve
memory.

The music in this module is
particularly energetic. The
enthusiastic driving beat may help
students stay interested in looking
and playing with the module
longer.

Here the learner has complete
control of the volume of sound, the
closeness of the picture, the visible
differences in x-heights, and the
movement of the slider along its
axis (all of these are tied directly
together in one interaction).
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GOLDFISH MODULE — COMPONENTS IN COGNITIVE THEORY OF MULTIMEDIA LEARNING
THAT ARE INCLUDED IN THE MODULE (Mayer, 2001).
Two Multimedia Learning Goals:
Remembering (Retention)
✔

Understanding (Transfer)

Five Kinds of Knowledge Structures:
Process (explain a cause-and-effect chain, e.g. flow chart)
✔

Comparison (compare and contrast two or more elements along several dimensions (e.g. matrix)
Generalization (main ideas and supporting details, e.g. branching tree)

✔

Enumeration (a list of items; e.g. list)

✔

Classification (analyze a domain into sets and subsets; e.g. hierarchy)

Personalization: Students work harder to make sense of materials when they feel they are engaged in social interaction.
Activity engages social interaction
✔

Activity does not include social interaction

Interactivity Effect: When learners control the pace of the presentation, the result is better knowledge transfer (but not retention).
Learner controls pace all the time
Learner controls pace some of the time
✔

Learner cannot control pace
Learner can control replay within the module

✔

Learner cannot control replay within the module

Five Characteristics of Effective Multimedia Presentations
(for computer-based multimedia presentations that seek to explain how something works using animation with narration, words with pictures)
✔

Multimedia (Corresponding animation rather than narration alone)
Integrated (Simultaneous presentation of animation and narration rather than successive presentation)
Concise (Extraneous words, sounds, or pictures are excluded)
Channeled (Narration rather than text, or alternatively, speech and text)
Structured (Series of narrated animation segments describing key steps in a process (for cause-and-effect
material) to depict a cause-and-effect system)

GOLDFISH MODULE — DIMENSIONS OF EMOTION EFFECTS AND THE GRAPHIC ELEMENTS THAT
ACTIVATE AFFECT (Clore & Ortony, 2002, in Hudlicka, 2003).
Somatic (senses) – physiological

Cognitive (thought) – interpretive

Motivational (incentive, interest,
enthusiasm) – behavioral

Experiential (inter-acting) –
subjective

Video sequence and animated words
are at odds spatially — one is true
video of water bubbles and the
words are flat in color and they
appear only to travel left and right
with no depth of movement.

Buttons – Words next to buttons
are hints as to the actions.
There is nothing to be read within
the module.

Instructions— presents the goal for
learning;
Prepares student to expect a
project at the end.

Interpretation — Learners are
expected to interpret the type
selections and judge whether they
are readable against a moving
background.

Instructions — there are no
instructions to direct the learner’s
efforts or to motivate and focus
attention.

Animation – It seems ‘natural’ that
the user is supposed to ‘catch’ the
fish by clicking on them, but
clicking on the whale only makes it
sound a cry.
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The analysis of the interactive modules provides a starting point and a
method of analyzing over a number of factors: learning, instruction, cognition,
and affect. In order to create a specific map of components that can be used to
develop affective designs that can make learning truly more effective, future
research needs to:
1. Map design dimensions to the four dimensions of emotion effects
[Somatic (senses) – physiological; Cognitive (thought) – interpretive;
Motivational (incentive, interest, enthusiasm) – behavioral; and
Experiential (inter-acting) – subjective];
2. Identify specific graphic elements that activate affect; and
3. Examine why and how those elements improve learning.
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11.0

Limitations

“Despite rapid advances in computer technology in the last decade,
designers are still limited in the modes of action available for
interaction between a user and a computer. These modes are
primarily keyboard (typing) and mouse-driven interactions
(pointing, dragging, drawing). This should be contrasted to
communication between people, which includes speaking, listening,
arguing, touching, motioning, facial expressions, and the like. Of
course, learner activity in a multimedia environment does not have
to be just between the learner and the computer. Learning activities
can be on paper, on a peripheral connected to a computer, or with
other people working collaboratively in the multimedia environment.
Choosing actions to facilitate learning goals should go beyond
human-to-computer interactions and include human-to-human
interactions, human-to-computer-to-human interactions (via a
network), human-to-paper interactions, and human-to-equipment
interactions” (Alessi & Trollip, 2001, p. 24).
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Understanding the limitations of current technology— Although
technology creates an exciting environment for instructional design, even today’s
advanced computing environment is not ideal for teaching everything. It still has
limitations. For instance one method for developing students’ judgment is to
model analytical thinking using the Socratic dialogue method. To simulate
Socratic dialogue, the instructional designer is forced to hard code every
alternative and counter- computer-response. Stereotypical programmed
responses force students and designers alike to make choices that don’t
necessarily reflect the real world and its myriad choices. Even when we develop
simple equations, we make assumptions that could contain hidden biases
(Crawford, 2003). Nor can we capture the number and breadth of creative
solutions and responses of which humans are capable. Crawford (2003) says,
“Mathematical equations for Socratic thinking are still a long ways off—you’ll
have to make do with simpler algorithms” (p. 168). Yet designers are always
called upon to break the rules and widen the boundaries, and in this endeavor we
too must advance the state-of-the-art for electronic learning. “Any idiot can spew
information all over students—and a great many of them do. If you want to
develop students’ minds, you have to prepare materials that challenge and
exercise what is most important about students’ humanness: their ability to
think” (Crawford, 2003, p. 169).
Considering the learner— In the interactive learning equation, the
learner is the element that cannot be controlled. A single learning module cannot
satisfy all users, accommodate all learning styles, all ages, and every ability. Nor
can a single solution satisfy learners of every language and every culture.
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Even when instructional designers plan to accommodate a broad range of
learners, there is still a wide range of individual interpretations to learning
materials, which leads to equally diverse student reactions and responses. “Even
a successful accomplishment of one action or another does not always lead to
positive emotions. For example, it may engender a negative experience, signaling
that as far as the overall activity (motive-goal) is concerned, this action was
meaningless and a failure” (Aboulafia & Bannon, 2004). This doesn’t mean that
we shouldn’t examine how affect changes learning and it doesn’t mean that we
shouldn’t try to improve learning, instead it means that as instructors we ought to
develop a sensitivity and responsiveness to each learner and be prepared with
contingent plans to meet the needs of individuals.
Designer’s acknowledgments— Every designer approaches a
problem from their own perspective and thus makes certain assumptions based
upon their experience and vision; our judgments of how the object is intended to
work and how the user is meant to use it. Often when I give a new class
assignment to design students, they limit their responses and solutions according
to what they know they can accomplish with the given software. I encourage
students to develop ideas without restraint, thinking beyond their current
capabilities. Then I help them uncover resources to create outstanding solutions.
In the working world, things can get a bit trickier. Like my students, my
own tendency in this project was to gravitate to things that I knew how to
accomplish. My advisor and committee members encouraged me to reach
beyond. When designing interactivity, I think most designers would agree that
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in real world practice, we place certain limitations upon the work in accordance
with our knowledge of the software tools and the time given to complete the
work. This could well impact the structure of the interface (whether easy or
difficult), the intricacy of interactions, the length of an animation, or the
complexity of the overall design. Whether the designer is a knowledgeable
programmer or data manager might limit or expand the scope of a solution
offered to a client. In the design process, designers will more readily acknowledge
that there are given restraints of budget and time which affect the work. The
breadth of knowledge required of the computing and programming environment,
the software, the subject matter, and design knowledge, is stretching each
designer’s ability to perform. Today there are simply too many areas of design
expertise for one person to know: the design field will begin to proliferate
specialists where generalists used to dominate. Practitioners with varying design
expertise must begin to approach projects as a team: design managers, design
planners, graphic designers, animators, visual effects designers, web designers,
design programmers, and the like.
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12.0

Conclusions and Future Considerations

“Developing learning experiences that facilitate
self-actualization and creativity is among the most important
goals of our society in preparation for the future”
(Burleson & Picard, 2004).

Notes on Type successfully explores a number of issues in affective design
of learning media. The specific focus of this project is on teaching typographic
principles of design through a correlation with musical constructs. Notes on Type
is my hypothesis and exploration of (the possibility that) incorporating affect into
the design of electronic environments will improve learning. Psychologists agree
that affect is an integral part of thinking and learning, akin to and perhaps as
important as cognition. We already know that children learn through active play
that is filled with affect.
My intent was to explore how to incorporate affect into instructional
multimedia designs rather than to prove (or empirically test) whether these
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methods produce effective learning (even where the literature might support
such an assumption). For that, more research is required. New iterations of
interactive learning modules should favor a methodological approach.
The primary interface of this project, where a learner manipulates
a field of letters, producing sounds and movement linking the learner to other
interactive modules, is one example of how positive ambiguity stimulates
engagement. This learning solution is similar in construct to situated learning
and adventure learning. Hudlicka (2003) challenges us to adopt research data
from psychology and neuroscience including the effects of emotional states of
processes involved in attention, perception, cognition, and motor performance
to serve as guiding principles for the affective/cognitive task analysis that is
required to identify performance on particular tasks.
First, affective research in design should do just that: determine which
art and design elements and techniques most effectively elicit the emotional
states that improve attention, perception, cognition and motor performance in
electronic or interactive learning. “A related approach that also draws upon the
disciplines of art and design is to recognize the potentially positive role of
ambiguity in creating interfaces that stimulate engagement and provoke
reflection” (Gaver, 2003, in Benford et al. 2005).
A second research question ought to examine how much affect is
required in learning media. The games that Digital Natives are accustomed to
are filled with stimulation containing affective elements: colors, movement,
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sounds, and more. Do Digital Natives require more and more stimulation in
order to stay engaged?
Third, the nature of our physical interaction with computers is
changing: mobility and the power of handheld computing is increasing
while wide-area positioning technologies like GPS are spreading; increasingly
interfaces are being developed that engage our physical movements (walking
over hotspots, carrying objects, running, kicking, playing and dancing) (Benford
et al. 2005) and as a result, all of these advancements will require designers to
take a broader view of the possibilities and the potential of different forms of
interaction. “As the range of computer applications broadens, and as we
approach the predicted ubiquitous computing environment (Lyytinen and
Yoo, 2002), a new set of requirements begins to evolve for the human-machine
interface” (Hudlicka, 2003). The importance of these changes cannot be
understated. McNeese (2003) writes that
“Woods (1998) suggests that new system designs (which I suggest that
affective computing represents) must be considered from the view that
“designs are hypotheses about how artifacts shape cognition or
collaboration”. …The early-to-recent history of HCI typically excludes any
reliance on emotions as part of hypotheses related to design. However,
owing to both the advancement of the cognitive and social sciences, along
with technical innovation, design is entwined and intermingled with
affective states that are resident within a hypothetical substrate.
…Artifacts not only shape cognition and collaboration, they significantly
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shape affect as well. And likewise, affect also shapes the object with which
we conduct work (or play).”
So the field of design must be reassessed with each successive turn of
technology, since the technology shapes the way we think and process. In
education, we must re-learn how to teach students who may learn very
differently from ourselves. And we must re-formulate learning materials to
engage learners with their own language and tools.
Fourth, future design research should not only identify the specific
components of affect that make a difference in learning, but it should
specifically show designers how to incorporate them.
Design influences design. Implications for learning design will influence
design in advertising, architecture, interiors, fashion, and entertainment. The
inclusion and conscious application of affective principles will likely have a
positive general impact on people and business (society and culture, communication, human relations such as loyalty and trust, sales and profits). More and
more, advertisers in the U.S. and other countries are incorporating electronics,
and consciously applying affect and even gaming into their marketing and
promotion practices. Product manufacturers are applying affect in their product
design. “To influence progressive change in what artifacts should become (to
successfully support work or play or even learning), affective states need to now
be fully considered as part of our hypotheses in order to allow designers to
experiment with what could be” (McNeese, 2003).
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Finally, in the future interactive learning design research ought to
evaluate diverse models (offered for instance by HCI and instructional design)
and begin to apply affective methods so as to empirically test them. Not only
should the models and terminologies be tested but also the user experience ought
to be examined. Discovering the most effective multimedia components and their
proper application will lead us to instructional designs that make a difference,
and by consciously imbuing those components with affective ingredients, we will
begin to formulate a powerful new idiom for making learning with instructional
multimedia even more effective, motivating, memorable, and fun.
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Appendix A: Visual Influences

Crimes Against Typography an interactive game by Ellen Lupton
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Above: Pseudo Italics an interactive game by George Moore
Below: Dumb Quotes an interactive game by Ellen Lupton
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Rated R, a movie by Jay Miller and Ellen Lupton
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The Text Rain movie is included on the accompanying CD.

Text Rain
By Camille Utterback & Romy Achituv, 1999
Text Rain is a playful interactive installation that blurs the boundary between the
familiar and the magical. Participants in the Text Rain installation use the
familiar instrument of their bodies, to do what seems magical - to lift and play
100

with falling letters that do not really exist. In the Text Rain installation
participants stand or move in front of a large projection screen. On the screen
they see a mirrored video projection of themselves in black and white, combined
with a color animation of falling text. Like rain or snow, the text appears to land
on participants' heads and arms. The text responds to the participants' motions
and can be caught, lifted, and then let fall again. The falling text will land on
anything darker than a certain threshold, and "fall" whenever that obstacle is
removed.
Partial Exhibition List:
Taiwan Museum of Contemporary Art, Taipei, Taiwan. 2001
Kiev International Media Art Festival, Center for Contemporary Art, Kiev,
Ukraine. 2001
Microwave International Media Art Festival, Hong Kong City Hall, Hong Kong.
2001
WRO Biennale, WRO Center for Media Art, Wroclaw, Poland. 2001
Montevideo / Netherlands Media Art Institute, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
2000
Ars Electronica Center, Linz, Austria. 2000 - 2002
Seoul Metropolitan Museum of Art, Seoul, Korea. 2000
European Media Art Festival 2000, Osnabruck, Germany. 2000
NTT InterCommunication Center, Tokyo, Japan. 2000
Postmasters Gallery, New York, NY. 2000
New Langton Arts Gallery, San Francisco, CA. 2000
Awards:
OLB media art prize at the European Media Art Festival. 2000
Collections:
Fundacio La Caixa, Barcelona, Spain.
Ken Freed, Boston, Masachusetts, USA.
Steve Wilson and Laura Lee Brown, Louisville, Kentucky, USA.
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Gesture-based Technology Products from GestureTech
GestureTech Inc. is the world leader in gesture-based technology, with over 15
years of "state-of-the-art" interactive solutions. Our patented VGC (Video Gesture
Control Technology™) has allowed users to be immersed into computergenerated environments and landscapes without the use of joysticks, headgear,
keyboards or mice. Users don’t have to wear, hold or touch anything. With over
1600 installations worldwide and clients such as Hasbro, Sony, CNN & NASA,
GestureTech continues to be an innovator in VGC Technology.
info@gesturetek.com
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Appendix B: Screen shots of the project

s
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Appendix C: Equipment and Sources
Hardware:

Mac PowerBook G4
System OSX 10.4
867 Mhz PowerPC G4
640 MB DDR SDRAM

Software:

Macromedia Flash MX
Macromedia Flash Player 6
Macromedia Dreamweaver MX
iMovie
iTunes
Adobe Photoshop 7.0

Camera:

Vivitar ViviCam5385 5.0 Megapixel Digital (still & video)
Sounds:

The Queen's Tower, Imperial College, Knightsbridge
recorded by Bill Hibbert, Great Bookham, Surrey
Sounds used with permission. Retrieved from
http://www.hibberts.co.uk/collect1/impcoll.htm
on January 14, 2006.
Research information about the bells retrieved
January 14, 2006 from Roger Bailey’s web site
found at http://www.ringing.info/
All other sound generated digitally by
Neal A. Koch

Movies:

Video backgrounds shot with permission at
Great Lakes Aquarium
353 Harbor Drive
Duluth, MN 55802
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Appendix D: CD-ROM
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